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&Drug! resistance! in! African! trypanosomes! had! already! been! studied!more! than!100! years! ago,! by! the! pioneering! work! of! Paul! Ehrlich.! The! molecular!mechanisms!and!most!genes!responsible!for!drug!resistance,!however,!have!not!been! discovered! until! recently.! New! technologies! that! allow! genomeAwide!comparison! were! highly! successful! in! identifying! many! new! genes! that! were!linked!to!drug!resistance!to!all!clinical!trypanocides.!!The! overall! aim!of! this! thesis!was! to! identify! and! validate! candidate! genes! for!drug! resistance! in!Trypanosoma*brucei.! In!Chapter!2,! I! applied!next! generation!sequencing! to! find! the!mutations! causing! drug! resistance! in! two! bloodstreamAform! T.* b.* rhodesiense! lines! that! had! previously! been! selected! in* vitro! for!resistance!against!the!clinical!drugs!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine,!respectively.!Both!cell! lines!exhibited!strong!crossAresistance!to!either!drug!A!a!phenomenon!first!observed!over!60!years!ago!and!repeatedly!many!times!A!and!nowadays!the!genes! involved! have! been! characterized.! Comparative! genomics! revealed! the!deletion! of! the! known! melarsoprolApentamdine! crossAresistance! (MPXR)!determinants!adenosine!transporter!1!(TbAT1)! in!the!melarsoprolAselected!line!and!aquaglyceroporin!2!(AQP2)!in!both!selected!lines.!The!pentamidineAselected!line! had! acquired! a! heterozygous! point! mutation! (G430R)! in! TbAT1! that!rendered! the! transporter! nonAfunctional.! The! gene! TbAT1,! encoding! the!adenosine/adenine!permease!P2!transporter,!has!been!discovered!more!than!10!years! ago.! AQP2! has! recently! been! discovered! to! play! a! role! in! MPXR! in! a!genomeAwide!RNAi!screen.!Both!transporters!mediate!the!uptake!of!melarsoprol!and! pentamidine! and,! when! functionally! lost,! lead! to! crossAresistance.! AQP2!emerged!as!the!main!genetic!determinant!of!MPXR!and!corresponds!to!the!highAaffinity!pentamidine!transporter.!Mutations!in!AQP2!were!found!in!all!analyzed!MPXR!cell!lines!selected,!either!in*vitro!or!in*vivo,!with!arsenicals!or!pentamidine!and!from!all!three!T.*brucei*ssp.*(Chapter!3).*An!additional!mutation!became!fixed!in! both! resistant! cell! lines;! the! RNAAbinding! protein!TbUBP1! carried! the! exact!same!coding!point!mutation! (R131L).!Overexpression!of!TbUBP1! in*T.*b.*brucei!led!to!a!strong!growth!deficit!whereas!overexpression!of!the!mutant!did!not,!but!
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intriguingly,!those!cells!became!about!2Afold!hypersensitive!to!pentamidine.!The!physiological! function! of! TbUBP1! and! how! it! affects! pentamidine! sensitivity!remains!to!be!further!investigated.!
TbAT1! and!AQP2! are!well! studied! in! laboratory! cell! lines,! but! knowledge! from!clinical!isolates!is!scarce.!Chapters!4!and!5!investigate!drug!resistance!in!clinical!isolates.!16!T.*brucei!ssp.!field!isolates,!8!stemming!from!melarsoprol!treatmentArefractory!cases,! that!had!been!adapted!to!axenic! in*vitro! cultivation!have!been!genotyped! for!TbAT1! and!AQP2! to! test!whether! they! carry!mutations! in! either!transporter! and! the! drug! sensitivities! have! been! determined! for! melarsoprol,!pentamidine! and! diminazene.! Indeed,! five! T.* b.* gambiense! isolates! from! the!Democratic! Republic! of! Congo! and! one! isolate! form! South! Sudan! carried! a!deletion! in! the!AQP2*/!AQP3! locus! leading! to! the! formation!of! a! chimeric! gene!between!AQP2!and!AQP3!and!loss!of!wildAtype!AQP2.!!The!identified!mutant!T.*b.*gambiense!isolates!were!3A!to!5Atimes!less!sensitive!to!melarsoprol! and! 40A! to! 50Afold! less! sensitive! to! pentamidine! compared! to!reference! isolates.! Functional! expression! of! the! chimeric! AQP! in! a! tbaqp2! null!background!did!not!restore!the!drug!sensitivity!but!the!introduction!of!the!wildAtype! AQP2! in! one! of! the! resistant! T.* b.* gambiense! isolates! rendered! the! cells!sensitive!to!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine,!comparable!to!fully!drug!susceptible!isolates.!This!proves!that!the!loss!of!'wildAtype'!AQP2!is!the!cause!of!melarsoprolApentamidine! crossAresistance! in! the! T.* b.* gambiense! isolate.! Thus! AQP2! may!serve!as!a!molecular!marker!for!drug!resistance!in!the!field.!!!! !
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1.!Introduction!Drug! resistance! in! African! trypanosomes! has! been! studied! for! more! than! 100!years.! Indeed,! it!was!with!trypanosomes!that!the!phenomenon!of!drug!resistance!was!described! for! the! first! time.!Experimenting!with! trypanosomes,!Paul!Ehrlich!(1854!*!1915)!observed!that!he!could!select!for!resistance!by!sublethal!exposure!to!drugs,!and!he!went!on!to!define!complementary!groups!based!on!patterns!of!cross*resistance.!Ehrlich!proposed!to!use! these! laboratory*selected!drug*resistant! lines!to! phenotypically! classify! newly! identified! trypanocides! (Ehrlich! 1907).! Since!these!pioneering! studies,!African! trypanosomes!have! remained!model!organisms!to! study! the!mechanisms! of! drug! action! and! drug! resistance.!More! recently,! the!amenability! of* Trypanosoma* brucei* brucei! to! reverse! genetic! engineering! has!boosted! molecular! approaches.! Thus! T.* brucei! are! on! the! one! hand! fascinating!organisms!that!continue!to!provide!new!insights!into!the!biology!of!eukaryotes,!on!the!other!hand!they!are!lethal!pathogens!of!tropical!Africa.!! Sleeping!sickness,!also!known!as!African!Human!Trypanosomiasis!(HAT),!is!caused!by! the! two!human*pathogenic! subspecies!of!T.*brucei:!T.*b.*rhodesiense! in!East*Africa!and!T.*b.*gambiense!in!West*Africa.!To!date,!98%!of!cases!are!due!to!T.*
b.* gambiense* (Franco! et! al.! 2014).! Infections! by!T.*b.* rhodesiense! lead! to! a!more!acute! form! of! the! disease! which! progresses! within! weeks! to! months! to! the! 2nd!stage,!when!the!trypanosomes!have!infected!the!central!nervous!system!(CNS).!T.*
b.* gambiense! infections! are! more! chronic! and! can! take! years! until! the! CNS! is!involved.! Symptoms!during! the! hemolymphatic! first! stage! include! fever,! swollen!lymph! glands,!muscle! and! joint! pains,! and! headaches.! In! stage! two,! neurological!symptoms! occur;! including! change! of! personality,! confusion,! slurred! speech,!seizures,!difficulties!in!walking!and!talking,!and!alteration!of!the!circadian!rhythm!leading! to! disrupted! sleeping! patterns! and! coma.!Untreated!HAT,! East*! or!West*African!form,!is!a!fatal!disease!(Brun!et!al.!2010).!! Trypanosomes! of! the! brucei! complex! do! not! naturally! occur! outside! of!Africa!since!they!strictly!depend!on!the!tsetse!fly!(Glossina!spp.)!for!transmission.!Tsetse! flies! are! viviparous!with! a! low! reproductive!number,!which!explains!why!they!have!never!invaded!other!continents.!Given!its!confinement!to!tropical!Africa,!HAT!does!not!represent!an!attractive!market!for!drug!development.!Nevertheless!
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there!is!reason!for!optimism!that!new!drugs!for!HAT!will!soon!be!available!(Mäser!et! al.! 2012).! Thanks! to! public*private! partnerships! and! product*development!partnerships!such!as!the!Drugs!for!Neglected!Diseases!Initiative!DNDi,!new!drugs!are!being!tested!in!clinical!trials!and!further!candidates!are!in!development.!Better!and! safer! drugs! for! the! treatment! of!HAT! are! needed! urgently! since! the! current!armory! is! limited,! the! drugs! are! toxic! and! have! unfavorable! pharmacological!properties.!!
2.!Drugs!for!HAT!The!treatment!of!HAT!fully!relies!on!chemotherapy.!A!vaccine!is!not!available!and!the! prospects! for! a! vaccine! are! dim! due! to! the! fact! that! the! bloodstream*form!trypanosomes! constantly! undergo! antigenic! variation.! The! drugs! presently! used!for! the! treatment!of! sleeping!sickness!are!pentamidine!and!suramin! for! the! first,!hemolymphatic! stage! of! the! disease! (Figure! 1),! and! melarsoprol! and!nifurtimox/eflornithine!combination!therapy!(NECT)!for!the!second!stage!(Figure!1),!when!the!trypanosomes!have!invaded!the!cerebrospinal!fluid.!These!drugs!are!dated,!impractical!and!toxic.!In!particular!the!chemotherapy!of!late!stage!sleeping!sickness! is! problematic.! Melarsoprol! can! cause! severe! and! frequently! fatal!encephalopathies! whereas! the! less! toxic! eflornithine! must! be! administered!intravenously! by! infusion,! a! logistic! nightmare! in! the! remote! and! crisis*shaken!areas!that!are!afflicted!by!sleeping!sickness.!Besides!good!tolerability,! the!target*product!profile!for!a!new!drug!therefore!includes!oral!bioavailability,!heat!stability,!brain!permeability,!and!ideally!single*dose!cure.!Except!for!the!last,!these!criteria!are! fulfilled! by! the! two! molecules! that! are! currently! in! clinical! development:!fexinidazole!in!phase!II/III!and!SCY*7158!in!phase!II.!Both!are!untypical!molecules!for!modern!drug!candidates!with!moderate!in*vitro!activity,!and!yet!they!are!highly!effective*in*vivo.!Fexinidazole!is!a!nitroimidazole!that!was!originally!developed!by!Hoechst!as!an!antibiotic!(Torreele!et!al.!2011).!It!has!a!positive!Ames!test!but!was!later! on! shown! not! to! be! mutagenic! to! mammalian! cells! (Tweats! et! al.! 2012).!Fexinidazole!and!its!active!metabolite!fexinidazole!sulfone!have!in*vitro!IC50!values!of!around!1!µM!against!T.*brucei*spp.!(Kaiser!et!al.!2011).!Fexinidazole!given!twice!daily!at!100!mg/kg!for!5!days!cures!the!chronic!T.*brucei*mouse!model!(Kaiser!et!al.!
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2011).!To!humans!it!is!administered!by!daily!oral!dose!over!ten!consecutive!days.!SCY*7158! is! a! benzoxaborole! from! Anacor! Pharmaceuticals! (Palo! Alto,! CA),! a!company! specialized! in! organic! boron! chemistry.! SCY*7158! cures! the! chronic!T.*











4.!Mechanisms!of!drug!resistance!In! the! following,!we! shall! briefly! introduce! the! drugs! that! are! presently! used! to!treat! HAT! (Figure! 1)! and! concentrate! on! the! molecular! mechanisms! of! drug!resistance!as!they!have!been!investigated!in!laboratory!strains!of!T.*b.*brucei.!!
4.1*Melarsoprol4pentamidine*cross4resistance*Pentamidine,!in!clinical!use!since!the!1930s,!is!an!aromatic!diamidine!mainly!used!to! treat! first*stage! T.* b.* gambiense! infections! (Figure! 1).! Melarsoprol! is! a!melaminophenyl!arsenical!and!the!only!drug!that!cures!T.*b.*gambiense!as!well!as!
T.* b.* rhodesiense* in! second*stage! infections! (Figure! 1).! Organic! arsenicals! and!diamidines! are! among! the! oldest! classes! of! trypanocides.! The! mechanisms! of!resistance!to!these!agents!were!studied!in!classical!experiments!by!Frank!Hawking!(1905*1986;! father!of! the!physicist!Stephen!Hawking)!and!co*workers,!who!used!bioassays! with! post*incubation! media,! chemical! quantification! of! arsenite! in!trypanosomes,! and! the! intrinsic! fluorescence! of! the! diamidine! stilbamidine! to!measure! drug! uptake! in! bloodstream*form! trypanosomes.! These! experiments!demonstrated! that! resistant! trypanosomes! absorbed! less! drugs! than! susceptible!ones! (Yorke! et! al.! 1931;! Hawking! 1936;! Hawking! and! Smiles! 1941).! A! second!important! piece! of! information! to! the! puzzle! of! trypanocide! resistance! was!delivered! by! Williamson! and! Rollo,! who! discovered! the! phenomenon! of! cross*resistance! between! melamine*based! arsenicals! and! diamidines! (Rollo! and!Williamson! 1951;! Williamson! and! Rollo! 1959).! Melarsoprol*pentamidine! cross*resistance! (MPXR)! has! since! been! described! by! several! different! labs! (Frommel!and!Balber!1987;!Pospichal!et!al.!1994;!Scott!et!al.!1996;!Bernhard!et!al.!2007;!Graf!et!al.!2013),!and!it!has!become!the!most!extensively!studied!case!of!drug!resistance!in! T.* brucei.! Melarsoprol! and! pentamidine! have! only! little! structural! similarity!(Figure!1),!and!yet!the!two!drugs!share!common!transport!systems!for!uptake!into!trypanosomes.! The! first! such! transport! system! to! be! identified! was! a! purine!permease!termed!P2!that!imports!adenine,!adenosine,!melamine*based!arsenicals!and!diamidines!(Table!1).!P2!was!found!to!be!absent!in!MPXR!T.*brucei!(Carter!and!Fairlamb! 1993;! Carter! et! al.! 1995).! The! gene! encoding! P2! was! subsequently!identified!in!a!functional!screen!for!growth!on!adenosine!in!a!purine*auxotrophic!
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mutant!of!Saccharomyces*cerevisiae!and!named!TbAT1!for!adenosine!transporter!1!(Mäser!et!al.!1999).!Mutations! in!TbAT1!were!detected! in!MPXR!T.*brucei,! in! lab*selected! lines! as!well! as! in! field! isolates! (Mäser! et! al.! 1999;!Matovu! et! al.! 2001;!Kazibwe!et!al.!2009;!Stewart!et!al.!2010).!Substrate!binding!motifs!were!mapped!based!on! the! functional! characterization!of!P2! in!T.*brucei! (de!Koning!and! Jarvis!1999;! Lüscher! et! al.! 2006a).! Two! additional! nucleoside/nucleobase! transporters!(de! Koning! et! al.! 2005;! Al*Salabi! et! al.! 2007),! TbNT11! (also! named! AT*A)! and!TbNT12! (also! named! AT*E),! were! shown! to! transport! pentamidine! when!expressed!in!Xenopus*laevis!oocytes!or! in!Leishmania*mutants!that!were!deficient!in! nucleobase! or! nucleoside! uptake! (Ortiz! et! al.! 2009).! Melarsoprol! inhibited!adenine!uptake!via!TbNT11!but!was!not! a! substrate! itself! (Ortiz! et! al.! 2009).!To!what! proportion! these! two! transporters! contribute! to! pentamidine! uptake! in!bloodstream*form! T.* brucei,! and! whether! functional! loss! of! either! transporter!leads!to!pentamidine!resistance,!remains!to!be!investigated.!! A! second! transporter! involved! in! MPXR! has! recently! been! identified,! the!aquaglyceroporin! TbAQP2.! This! was! achieved! with! RNAi! library! screens! for!melarsoprol! or! pentamidine! resistance! (Alsford! et! al.! 2012;! Baker! et! al.! 2012;!Alsford!et!al.!2013b).!Aquaporins!are!water!channels!and!were!discovered! in!the!early!1990's! in!human!red!blood!cells!(Preston!et!al.!1992)!and!later!found!in!all!kingdoms! of! life! (King! et! al.! 2004).! T.* brucei! possess! three! aquaglyceroporins!(TbAQP1*3)!which!transport,!in!addition!to!water,!glycerol!and!other!small!neutral!solutes! (Uzcategui! et! al.! 2004).! Homozygous! deletion! of! TbAPQ2! in! T.* brucei!bloodstream!forms!caused!2*fold!resistance!to!melarsoprol!and!16*fold!resistance!to! pentamidine;! reintroduction! of! TbAQP2! into! the! knock*out! cells! restored!sensitivity! (Baker! et! al.! 2012).! Expression! of! TbAQP2! in! Leishmania* mexicana!promastigotes! increased! their! sensitivity! to! pentamidine! and! melarsoprol! by!factors! of! 40! and! 1000,! respectively! (Munday! et! al.! 2014).! An! involvement! of!aquaglyceroporins! in! resistance! to!arsenite!and!antimonite!had!also!been!shown!for! tumor! cells! (Liu! et! al.! 2002),! Arabidopsis* thaliana! (Isayenkov! and! Maathuis!2008;! Kamiya! et! al.! 2009)! and! Leishmania! (Gourbal! et! al.! 2004;! Marquis! et! al.!2005;! Mandal! et! al.! 2010).! However,! while! TbAQP2! also! transports! As(III)! and!Sb(III)! (Uzcategui! et! al.! 2013),! its! role! in!MPXR! (Munday! et! al.! 2014)! is,! to! our!
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knowledge,! the! first!demonstration!of!an!aquaglyceroporin! involved! in! transport!of! larger! organic! molecules! (Table! 1).! By! now! mutations! in! TbAQP2! have! been!detected!in!many!MPXR!lines!of!T.*brucei!ssp.,!lab!strains!selected!in*vitro!or!in*vivo!(Munday!et!al.!2014)!as!well!as!field!isolates!(Graf!et!al.!2013).!! Another! candidate! gene! for!melarsoprol! resistance! is!TbMRPA! (multidrug!resistance*associated! protein! A),! a!member! of! subfamily! C! of! the! superfamily! of!ATP*binding!cassette!(ABC)!transporters.!In!tumor!cells!MRP!proteins!can!mediate!multidrug!resistance!by!actively!exporting!drug*glutathione!conjugates!(Keppler!et!al.! 1997).! TbMRPA! is! thought! to! export! MelT,! the! conjugate! of! melarsoprol! to!trypanothione!(Fairlamb!et!al.!1989).!Trypanothione!is!a!biochemical!peculiarity!of!trypanosomatids:!two!glutathione!tripeptides!covalently!linked!via!the!polyamine!spermidine! (Fairlamb! et! al.! 1985;! Fairlamb! and!Cerami! 1992).!While! the! role! of!MRPA! orthologues! in! drug! efflux! has! been! extensively! studied! in! Leishmania!(Ouellette! et! al.! 1990;! Ouellette! et! al.! 1998;! Legare! et! al.! 2001;!Mukherjee! et! al.!2007;!Leprohon!et!al.!2009),!their!function!in!T.*brucei!is!less!clear.!Overexpression!of!TbMRPA!in!T.*brucei!led!to!an!about!10*fold!increase!in!melarsoprol!resistance!in*
vitro! (Shahi! et! al.! 2002)! but! not! in* vivo* (Alibu! et! al.! 2006).! Overexpression! of!
TbMRPA!in!tbat1*/*!cells!showed!that!the!two!resistance!mechanisms,!reduced!drug!influx!and!increased!drug!efflux,!were!strictly!additive!(Lüscher!et!al.!2006b).!!
4.2*Suramin*resistance*The!sulphated!napthylamine!suramin!(Figure!1)!is!the!product!of!what!was!one!of!the! first! medicinal! chemistry! programs.! Starting! from! the! dyes! trypan! red! and!trypan! blue,! which! Paul! Ehrlich! had! shown! to! be! trypanocidal,! suramin! ('Bayer!205')! was! synthesized! as! a! colorless,! antitrypanosomal! derivative! by! Bayer! in!1916.! It! is! the!oldest!drug! in!use!against!HAT!and!still! the!drug!of!choice!against!first! stage! T.* b.* rhodesiense! infections.! Suramin! is! an! intriguing! molecule! of!manifold! applications.! Besides! HAT,! suramin! has! been! tested! also! for! river!blindness! (Anderson!and!Fuglsang!1978),!various!cancers! (McGeary!et!al.!2008),!candidiasis!(Braga*Silva!et!al.!2007),!autism!(Naviaux!et!al.!2013),!AIDS!(Agarwal!et! al.! 2012),! and! as! an! experimental! compound! in! developmental! biology!(Oschwald! et! al.! 1993)! *! and! yet! its! modes! of! action! are! not! fully! understood.!
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Suramin!is!negatively!charged!at!physiological!pH!which!prevents!it!from!crossing!the! plasma!membrane! by! passive! diffusion,! as! well! as! from! crossing! the! blood*brain!barrier.!The!molecule!is!very!large!for!a!drug!(1297!Da).!Over!99%!is!bound!to!plasma!proteins,!and!the!half*life!of!elimination!is!extremely!long!(44*54!days!in!human! plasma).! Suramin! uptake! into! trypanosomes! was! proposed! to! occur! via!receptor*mediated!endocytosis!after!binding!to!the!low*density*lipoprotein!(LDL)!(Vansterkenburg!et!al.!1993).!! Genome*wide!RNAi!screening!for!suramin!resistance!in!T.*brucei*confirmed!the!endocytotic!uptake!route!as!several!genes!from!this!pathway!emerged!as!hits!(Alsford!et!al.!2012).!One!of!the!main!determinants!required!for!suramin!activity!was!the!invariant!surface!glycoprotein!ISG75!(Figure!2),!supporting!the!model!that!suramin!is!imported!via!endocytosis!and!that!ISG75!is!the!suramin!receptor!on!the!trypanosomes'!surface!(Alsford!et!al.!2013a).!Other!downstream!genes!such!as!the!four! subunits! of! the! adaptin! complex*1! (AP*1),! the! Golgi/lysosomal! protein*1!(GLP*1),! the! endosomal! membrane! protein! 70! (EMP70),! the! major! glycosomal!protein!p67,!cathepsin*L!and!the!major!facilitator!superfamily!transporter!(MFST)!were! all! linked! to! the! endocytotic! pathway.! RNAi*mediated! knock*down! in!bloodstream*form!T.*brucei!of!these!genes!led!to!a!reduced!suramin!sensitivity! in*
vitro,! with! the! highest! resistance! factor! (>10x)! for! MFST.! In! addition,! ubiquitin!hydrolase!(UBH1)!was!identified!as!a!hit!in!the!RNAi!screen!and!knock*down!led!to!reduced! suramin! sensitivity.! This! was! likely! an! indirect! effect! as! ISG75! is! a!transmembrane! protein! whose! internalization! relies! on! the! ubiquitination! of!cytoplasmic!lysine!residues!(Leung!et!al.!2011).!Two!T.*brucei! lines!that!had!been!independently! selected! for! suramin! resistance! in* vitro! subsequently! lost! their!resistance!phenotype!when!transformed!into!the!insect!(procyclic)!stage!(Scott!et!al.! 1996).! This! is! in! agreement! with! an! involvement! of! ISG75! in! suramin!susceptibility! because! expression! of! ISG75! is! bloodstream*form! specific!(Ziegelbauer!et!al.!1992).!!
4.3*Nifurtimox*resistance*Nifurtimox! is! orally! bioavailable! and! one! of! the! two! frontline! drugs! for! Chagas'!disease,!in!use!for!more!than!40!years.!Since!2009,!nifurtimox!*!although!not!very!
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active! alone! *! is! also! applied! against! human! African! trypanosomiasis! in!combination!with! eflornithine! (Priotto! et! al.! 2009;! Yun! et! al.! 2010).! Nifurtimox*eflornithine!combination!therapy!(NECT)!for!HAT!has!been!included!in!the!WHO's!Model! List! of! Essential! Medicines.! Nifurtimox! is! a! nitrofuran! (Figure! 1)! that!functions!as!a!prodrug.!The!activation! is! enzymatically!mediated!by! reduction!of!the! nitro! group.! In! T.* brucei! and! T.* cruzi,! a! bacterial*like! type! I! nitroreductase!(NTR)! activates! the! prodrug! by! two! consecutive! reductions! (Wilkinson! et! al.!2008).! NTR! is! an! NADH*dependent! enzyme! localized! in! the! mitochondrion.!Mammalian! genomes!do!not! contain! a!NTR!orthologue.!Resistance! to! nifurtimox!and! other! nitroheterocyclic! drugs! has! been! attributed! to! a! reduction! of! NTR!activity! (Wilkinson! et! al.! 2008).! T.* cruzi! epimastigotes! selected! for! nifurtimox!resistance!in*vitro! lost!a!copy!of!NTR!(Wilkinson!et!al.!2008;!Mejia*Jaramillo!et!al.!2011).! Gene! knock*out! experiments! confirmed! the! crucial! role! of! NTR! in!nifurtimox! resistance! as! well! as! cross*resistance! to! benznidazole,! a! related!nitroimidazole! and! the! second! drug! in! clinical! use! against! T.* cruzi! infections.!Heterozygous!deletion!of!the!NTR!gene!in!T.*brucei!rendered!the!cells!nifurtimox*resistant! whereas! ectopic! over*expression! of! NTR! caused! hypersensitivity!(Wilkinson! et! al.! 2008).! Homozygous! deletion! of! NTR! in! T.* brucei! was! only!achieved! when! the! expression! of! the! ectopic! copy! had! been! induced,! indicating!that! NTR! is! essential! for! bloodstream*form! T.* brucei! (Wilkinson! et! al.! 2008).!Alsford! and! Horn's! RNAi! screen! (Alsford! et! al.! 2012)! also! confirmed! the!importance!of!NTR;!in!addition!to!NTR,!it!identified!a!putative!flavokinase!plus!four!genes!involved!in!the!biosynthesis!of!ubiquinone!(Baker!et!al.!2011;!Alsford!et!al.!2012).! Flavokinase! converts! riboflavin! to! flavin*mononucleotide,! which! is! an!essential! cofactor! of! NTR,!while! ubiquinone! functions! as! electron! acceptor! from!NADH!mediated!by!NTR.!Cross*resistance!was!also!observed!between!nifurtimox!and!fexinidazole.!T.*brucei!selected!in*vitro!for!nifurtimox*resistance!(8x)!were!also!resistant! (27x)! to! fexinidazole! (Sokolova! et! al.! 2010).! These! trypanosomes!were!infective! to! mice! and! the! cross*resistance! phenotype! was! also! manifest! in* vivo.!Trypanosomes!that!had!been!selected!with!fexinidazole!were!also!cross*resistant!to!nifurtimox!(Sokolova!et!al.!2010).!The!resistance!factor!was!10x!to!either!drug,!indicating! that! the! underlying! mechanism! of! resistance! might! be! somewhat!
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different.! ! The!NTR! genes!were! unaltered! in! those! lines! but! reduced! expression!level!could!not!be!ruled!out!(Sokolova!et!al.!2010).!!!
Table!1.!Transporters!of!T.*brucei!involved!in!drug!import!and!their!physiological!substrates!(selected).!
Transporter! TriTrypDB! GenBank! Physiological!
substrate!
Toxic!substrate!
TbAT1!/!P2! Tb927.5.286b! AAD45278! Adenosine!Adenine! Melarsoprol!Pentamidine!Diminazene!DB75!Cordycepin!Tubercidin!TbNT11.1!(AT*A)! Tb927.9.15980! XM_822640.1! Adenine!Hypoxanthine!Xanthine!
Pentamidine!
TbNT12.1!(AT*E)! Tb927.3.590! XM_838562.1! Adenine! Pentamidine!AQP2! Tb927.10.14170! XM_822804.1! Water!Dihydroxyacetone!Glycerol!Urea!






4.4*Eflornithine*resistance*Eflornithine! or! DFMO! (Difluoromethyl*ornithine)! was! synthesized! 1978! and!initially!developed!as!an!anti*cancer!drug!(Bacchi!et!al.!1980).!It!is!the!newest!drug!applied! for! HAT! and! the! only! treatment! for! stage! 2! of! the! disease! in! case! of!melarsoprol! treatment! failure! (Burri! and! Brun! 2003).! Since! 2009! eflornithine! is!used! in! combination! therapy! with! nifurtimox! (NECT).! This! is! now! the!recommended!treatment!option!for!2nd!stage!T.*b.*gambiense!infections!as!NECT!is!far! less! toxic! than!melarsoprol.! However,! eflornithine! is! less! active! against!T.* b.*





5.!Drug!resistance!in!the!clinics!In! contrast! to! the! livestock*pathogenic! trypanosomes! where! drug! resistance! is!widespread,!the!situation!is!less!critical!regarding!the!treatment!of!first*stage!HAT!patients.! Suramin,! for! instance,! is! generally! efficacious! against! first*stage! T.* b.*
rhodesiense! infections,! in! spite! of! its! old! age! and! the! fact! that! resistance! can! be!selected! for! in! the! lab! (Mutugi! et! al.! 1994;! Scott! et! al.! 1996).!However,! suramin!resistance! is! a! problem! in! the!management! of!T.*evansi! (Brun! and! Lun! 1994;! El!Rayah! et! al.! 1999),! a! non*tsetse! transmitted! trypanosome! that! causes! Surra! in!cattle,!equines!and!camelids!and!that!is!very!closely!related!to!T.*brucei!(Carnes!et!al.! 2015).! Similarly,! pentamidine! treatment! failures! are! rare! and! the! reported!
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relapsing!patients!were!likely!in!many!cases!early!stage!II!infections,!indicative!of!misdiagnosis!rather!than!drug!resistance!(Balasegaram!et!al.!2006b).!At!the!same!time,! diminazene! resistance! is! jeopardizing! the! treatment! of! Nagana! (Moti! et! al.!2012;!Mungube!et!al.!2012).!For!T.*brucei!ssp.,!this!discrepancy!has!been!attributed!to! the! fact! that! diminazene! is! imported! into! the! trypanosomes! via! a! single!transporter,! TbAT1,! whereas! pentamidine! has! at! least! two! additional! routes! of!import,! referred! to! as! HAPT! and! LAPT! for! high*! and! low*affinity! pentamidine!transporters,! respectively! (de! Koning! 2001);! TbAQP2! does! not! transport!diminazene! and! corresponds! to!HAPT! (Munday! et! al.! 2014).! Thus! differences! in!the! redundancy! of! import! routes! may! provide! an! explanation! for! the! higher!prevalence! of! drug! resistance! in! livestock! trypanosomoses! compared! to! human!trypanosomiasis,! lowering! the! probability! of! emergence! in! the! latter.! For! T.*
congolense! the! situation! is! less! clear.! T.* congolense* possess! an! adenosine!transporter!gene,!TcoAT1,!that!has!been!implicated!in!diminazene!resistance!based!on!molecular! epidemiology! (Delespaux! et! al.! 2006).!However,! TcoAT1! is! not! the!direct!orthologue!of!TbAT1!and!it!does!not!transport!diminazene!when!expressed!in!T.*b.*brucei!(Munday!et!al.!2013).!A!more!obvious!effect!than!a!lower!probability!of!emergence!might!be!the!lower!probability!of!the!spread!of!drug!resistance!in!the!human*pathogenic! trypanosomes,! arising! from! the! fact! that! the! treated! patients!are!hospitalized!and!not!accessible!for!tsetse!flies.!! Patients!relapsing!from!eflornithine!monotherapy!have!been!reported!from!the!Democratic!Republic! of! the!Congo! [up! to!27%! (Pepin! et! al.! 2000)]! and! from!Angola! [8.1%! (Balasegaram! et! al.! 2006a)].! Whether! this! was! caused! by! drug!resistant! parasites! or! other! factors! is! unclear.! Combination! therapy! with!nifurtimox! may! improve! the! treatment! success! of! eflornithine! and! delay! the!possible!emergence!of!drug!resistance.!Nifurtimox!resistance!has!so! far!not!been!encountered!for!African!trypanosomes!in!the!clinics,!but!was!reported!for!T.*cruzi!(Filardi!and!Brener!1987;!Murta!et!al.!1998).!However,!eflornithine!and!nifurtimox!resistance! are! readily! selected! for! in* vitro! (Wilkinson! et! al.! 2008;! Vincent! et! al.!2010),! and! the! efficacy! of! NECT! will! decline! if! eflornithine! resistant! parasites!emerge!because!nifurtimox!by!itself!is!not!very!potent.!
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! HAT! treatment! failures!have!been!most! critical!with!melarsoprol.!Relapse!rates!of!5*8%!are!considered!normal!for!melarsoprol!treatment!(Pepin!et!al.!1994).!Beginning!in!the!1990's,!much!higher!rates!of!melarsoprol!treatment!failures!have!been! reported! from! different! areas,! sometimes! above! 50%! (Legros! et! al.! 1999;!Stanghellini! and! Josenando!2001;!Robays!et! al.! 2008;!Mumba!Ngoyi! et! al.! 2010).!After! the!discovery!of! the! gene!encoding! the!P2! transporter! (Mäser! et! al.! 1999),!clinical! isolates! were! analyzed! for! mutations! in! this! potential! marker.! Several!studies!correlated!the!occurrence!of!(non*functional)!mutant!alleles!of!TbAT1!to!a!higher!incidence!of!melarsoprol!treatment!failures!in!different!HAT!foci!(Matovu!et!al.!2001;!Nerima!et!al.!2007;!Kazibwe!et!al.!2009).!These!correlations!were!usually!significant!but!not!absolutely!conclusive,! indicating!the!contribution!of!additional!factors!(Brun!et!al.!2001).!More!recently,!T.*b.*gambiense!isolates!from!Mbuji*Mayi!(Democratic!Republic!of!the!Congo),!an!area!of!high!relapse!rates!after!melarsoprol!treatment!(Mumba!Ngoyi!et!al.!2010;!Pyana!et!al.!2011),!have!been!found!to!carry!mutations! in! the! aquaglyceroporin! tandem! locus! (Graf! et! al.! 2013;! Pyana! et! al.!2014).! The!mutants! had! a! deletion! that! led! to! the! formation! of! a! chimeric! gene!between!the!neighboring!AQP2!and!AQP3!and!loss!of!either!wild*type!gene.!These!isolates!were!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine!resistant!in*vitro!(Graf!et!al.!2013)!and!had!reduced!melarsoprol!sensitivity!in*vivo!(Pyana!et!al.!2014).!This!represents!the!first!clinical!case!of!MPXR.!Reintroduction!of!the!wild*type!AQP2!gene!into!a!MPXR!resistant! T.* b.* gambiense! isolate! completely! restored! its! drug! susceptibility,!demonstrating! that! the! loss! of!AQP2! function! as! the! cause!of! drug! resistance! (F.!Graf!and!P.!Mäser,!unpublished).!!
6.!Conclusion!In!summary,!drug!resistance!in!T.*brucei*is!intriguingly!linked!to!drug!uptake.!The!predominant!mechanism!of! resistance! is! reduced!drug! import! caused!by! loss*of*function!mutations! in! non*essential! nutrient! transporters! that! happen! to! import!drugs! in! addition! to! their! physiological! substrates! (Table! 1).! Other! typical!mechanisms!of!drug!resistance!such!as!overexpression!or!mutation!of! the! target,!do!not!seem!not!to!play!a!critical!role! in!T.*brucei.!A!possible!explanation!for!this!phenomenon! is! that! drugs! like! the! diamidines,! arsenicals! or! suramin,! have!
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multiple!intracellular!targets;!so!it!is!very!difficult!for!a!cell!to!withstand!once!the!drug! has! been! taken! up.! But! even! for! eflornithine,! which! has! a! clearly! defined!target! enzyme,! loss! of! import! turned! out! to! be! the! resistance!mechanism! rather!than! mutations! in! ODC.! Obviously,! RNAi! screens! are! biased! towards! loss*of*function! mutations! and! hence! most! effective! to! identify! drug! import! pathways.!However,! the! loss! of! drug! import! has! also! been! confirmed! in! forward! genetic!experiments!with!laboratory*selected!resistant!mutants!of!T.*brucei*and!even!with!drug*resistant!field!isolates.!! We!believe!that!loss!of!import!as!a!mechanism!of!drug!resistance!is!strongly!favored!by!the!high!degree!of!redundancy!within!the!nutrient!uptake!machinery!of!
T.* brucei.! The! T.* brucei! genome! covers! each! of! the! main! metabolite! classes! (i.e.!purines,!sugars!or!amino!acids)!with!dozens!of!transporter!genes.!The!high!degree!of!redundancy!means!that!transporters!can!be!lost!without!a!fitness!cost.!This!is!in!agreement! with! the! fact! that! the! drug*resistant! T.* brucei! transporter! mutants!characterized!so!far!did!not!exhibit!a!growth!deficit.!Furthermore,!the!transporter!genes!of!T.*brucei!are!often!arranged! in!tandem!clusters,!which!allows!for! loss!of!genetic! material! by! homologous! recombination! between! very! similar! genes.! If!indeed!the!redundancy!of!nutrient!import!routes!is!at!the!core!of!drug!resistance!in!
T.*brucei,!a!main!conclusion!is!that!we!should!aim!for!novel!drugs!that!are!taken!up!by!the!trypanosomes!either!via!essential!transporters!or!via!multiple!transporters.!Thus! transport! phenomena! must! not! be! neglected! in! drug! R&D! for! African!trypanosomes.!!
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Background:! Trypanosoma* brucei* rhodesiense! is! one! of! the! causative! agents! of!human! sleeping! sickness,! a! fatal! disease! restricted! to! Sub*Saharan! Africa.! The!parasite! proliferates! extracellularly! in! the! mammalian! bloodstream! and! is!transmitted!by!the!tsetse!fly.!We!have!selected!two!independent!bloodstream*form!
T.*b.* rhodesiense* lines!with! the! drugs!melarsoprol! and! pentamidine* in* vitro*over!the!course!of!two!years.!Both!lines!exhibited!stable!cross*resistance!to!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine.!Here!we!apply!whole!genome!and!transcriptome!sequencing!to!identify!the!mutations!underlying!this!resistance!phenotype.!
Results:! Comparative! genomics! and! transcriptomics! revealed! remarkably! few!mutations!that!have!become!fixed!in!the!resistant!lines.!The!aquaglyceroporin!gene!
TbAQP2! had! been! lost! in! both! resistant! lines,! presumably! by! homologous!recombination!with! the! neighboring! gene!TbAQP3.! In! addition,! the!melarsoprol*selected! line! carried! a! large! deletion! including! the! adenosine! transporter! gene!
TbAT1,! whereas! the! pentamidine*selected! line! carried! a! heterozygous! point!mutation! in!TbAT1,!G430R,!which!rendered! the! transporter!non*functional.!Both!TbAQP2!and!TbAT1!are!known!to!be!involved!in!drug!uptake.!Both!resistant!lines!carried!the!mutation!R131L!in!the!RNA*binding!protein!TbUBP1.!
Conclusion:! Whole! genome! and! RNA! sequencing! readily! detected! mutations!underlying! melarsoprol*pentamidine! cross*resistance! in! T.* b.* rhodesiense.! The!affected! transporter! genes! TbAT1! and! TbAQP2! are! known! to! be! linked! to! drug!resistance,! also! in! the! field.!TbUBP1! is! a! new! candidate! that! has! not! previously!been!implicated!in!drug!resistance!in!Africa!n!trypanosomes.!
!




Background!Human!African!trypanosomiasis!(HAT,!also!known!as!sleeping!sickness)! is!a!fatal!disease!caused!by!Trypanosoma*brucei*rhodesiense!and!T.*b.*gambiense!in!East*!and!West*Africa,!respectively.!The!protozoan!parasites!are!transmitted!by!the!tsetse!fly!and! proliferate! extracellularly! in! the! bloodstream! of! their! mammalian! hosts,!evading!the!adaptive!immune!response!through!antigenic!variation.!Trypanosoma*
brucei!has!an!approximate!genome!size!of!35!Mb!(haploid!size),!but! the!size!can!vary!up! to!25%!(El*Sayed!et!al.!2000).!Excluding! the!kinetoplast! (mitochondrial)!DNA,! leaves! a! nuclear! core! genome! of! about! 26!Mb,! divided! into! 11!megabase*sized! chromosomes,! where! the! vast! majority! of! the! predicted! >9000! protein!coding! genes! are! located.! Roughly! 1000! genes! encode! for! variant! surface!glycoproteins! (VSG)! (Berriman! et! al.! 2005).! Each! trypanosome! is! protected! by! a!dense! coat! of! VSGs,! expressed! from! a! singly! active! subtelomeric! site.! Antigenic!variation! happens! by! activation! of! a! different! VSG! expression! site! or! by!recombination!at!the!active!site!with!one!of!the!several!hundred!silent!VSG!genes.!This! immune! evasion! strategy!dramatically! diminishes! the! prospect! of! a! vaccine!and!thus!stresses!the!importance!of!chemotherapy!to!control!HAT.!The!treatment!relies! on! just! five! drugs.! Patients! in! the! first,! haemolymphatic! stage! are! treated!with! suramin!or!pentamidine.! In! the! second! stage,!when! the! trypanosomes!have!invaded! the! central! nervous! system,! melarsoprol! or! nifurtimox*eflornithine!combination!therapy!(NECT;!only!for!T.*b.*gambiense)!are!used!(Brun!et!al.!2010).!These! drugs! are! dated,! impractical,! and! suffer! from! severe! adverse! effects.!Melarsoprol,! in! particular,! causes! unacceptable! toxicity! (Kennedy! 2008).!Furthermore,!melarsoprol!treatment!failure!rates!of!up!to!30%!have!been!reported!throughout!sub*Saharan!Africa!(Matovu!et!al.!2001a;!Stewart!et!al.!2005;!Kibona!et!al.!2006;!Robays!et!al.!2008),!presumably! indicating! the!spread!of!drug!resistant!trypanosomes.!New!drugs!that!are!safe!and!orally!available!are!presently!in!clinical!development! (Mäser! et! al.! 2012)! but,! meanwhile,! it! is! essential! to! sustain! the!current!drugs!in!spite!of!their!shortcomings.!This!requires!an!understanding!of!the!incidence!and!mechanisms!of!drug!resistance.!! The! molecular! mechanisms! of! drug! resistance! have! predominantly! been!studied!with!T.*b.*brucei,!which!is!non*pathogenic!to!humans!and!widely!used!as!a!
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model! in!molecular!parasitology!because! it! can!be! easily! cultured! in*vitro! and! is!amenable!to!genetic!manipulation!(Wirtz!and!Clayton!1995;!Wirtz!et!al.!1999).!An!observation! that! has! been! made! repeatedly! is! melarsoprol*pentamidine! cross*resistance! (MPXR),! i.e.! trypanosomes! selected! for! resistance! with! a!melaminophenyl! arsenical! turned! out! to! be! cross*resistant! to! pentamidine! and!vice!versa!(Rollo!and!Williamson!1951;!Baker!et!al.!2013).!This!phenomenon!was!attributed!to!the!finding!that!the!uptake!of!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine!into!the!trypanosomes! is! mediated! by! the! same! set! of! transporters:! the! aminopurine!permease!P2!(Carter!and!Fairlamb!1993;!Mäser!et!al.!1999),!encoded!by!the!gene!
TbAT1,! and! a! high! affinity! pentamidine! transport! activity! designated!HAPT1! (de!Koning! and! Jarvis! 2001;! Bridges! et! al.! 2007)! recently! shown! to! be! the!aquagylceroporin!TbAQP2! (Baker! et! al.! 2012;!Munday! et! al.! 2014).!Mutations! in!these!transporters!were!described!from!drug*resistant!T.*brucei*ssp.!isolates!from!the!field!(Matovu!et!al.!2001b;!Graf!et!al.!2013).!In!the!lab,!MPXR!was!phenocopied!by!reverse!genetics.!Homozygous!deletion!of!either!TbAT1!or!TbAQP2! resulted! in!resistance!to!both!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine.!However,!the!obtained!resistance!factors!were!only!between!2!and!3!for!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine!in!tbat1!null!trypanosomes!(Matovu!et!al.!2003),!respectively,!and!2!for!melarsoprol!and!15!for!pentamidine!in!tbaqp2!null!mutants!(Baker!et!al.!2012).!! Here!we!investigate!two!drug*resistant!lines!of!T.*b.*rhodesiense!that!exhibit!markedly!higher! levels!of!MPXR! than!observed!after!deletion!of! either!TbAT1! or!
TbAQP2.!The!lines!T.*b.*rhodesiense!STIB900*M!and!STIB900*P!had!been!selected*in*
vitro! from! their! susceptible! parent! T.* b.* rhodesiense! STIB900! by! continuous!exposure! to! increasing! concentrations! of! melarsoprol! and! pentamidine,!respectively,!over!a!period!of!24!months!(Bernhard!et!al.!2007).!Finally,!both!lines!exhibited! a! high! level! of!MPXR!with! resistance! factors! up! to! 80.! This! phenotype!was! stable! in! the! absence! of! drug! pressure! and! after! mouse! passage.! An! initial!genotypic! characterization! demonstrated! that! the! gene! TbAT1! had! been! lost! in!STIB900*M!but!was! still! present! in! STIB900*P! (Bernhard! et! al.! 2007).! Evidently,!given! the! high! level! of! drug! resistance,! further!mutations!must! be! involved.!We!have! performed! whole! genome! sequencing! and! RNA*Seq! of! the! parental! T.* b.*






Phenotypic*profiling*of*drug*resistance*Before! venturing! into! next! generation! sequencing! we! performed! an! in*depth!phenotypic!characterization!of! the!parental!T.*b.*rhodesiense!STIB900!and! its! two!drug*resistant! derivatives! STIB900*M! and! STIB900*P.! Drug! sensitivities! were!quantified! as! 50%! inhibitory! concentrations! (IC50)! towards! the! five! clinical!trypanocides! (pentamidine,! suramin,! melarsoprol,! eflornithine,! and! nifurtimox),!two! clinical! candidates! (fexinidazole! and! the! diamidine! DB75),! and! selected!experimental! compounds! (Table! 1).! STIB900*M! and! STIB900*P! exhibited! very!similar!drug!resistance!phenotypes,!namely!strong!MPXR!with!cross*resistance!to!other! diamidines! (i.e.! diminazene! aceturate! and! DB75)! and! adenosine! analogs!(cordycepin! [3'*deoxyadenosine],! tubercidin! [7*deazaadenosine],! and! vidarabine![adenosine! arabinoside]).! For! the!majority! of! the! tested! compounds! –! including!pentamidine! itself! –! the! resistance! phenotype! was! more! pronounced! in! the!melarsoprol*selected! line! than! in! the! pentamidine*selected! line.! This! difference!was! particularly! striking! for! tubercidin,! to! which! STIB900*M! was! 163*fold!resistant.! In! contrast,! STIB900*P! was! significantly! less! sensitive! to! the! adenine!analog! aminopurinol! whereas! STIB900*M! was! not! (Table! 1).! As! expected! for!MPXR,! there! was! no! resistance! to! suramin! and! nifurtimox! and! neither! to!phenylarsine!oxide,!a!hydrophobic!arsenical!that!freely!diffuses!across!the!plasma!membrane! (Carter! and! Fairlamb! 1993).! Surprisingly,! both! STIB900*M! and!STIB900*P! were! significantly! hypersensitive! to! eflornithine!(difluoromethylornithine,! DFMO).! This! unexpected! result! was! corroborated!indirectly! by! the! observation! that! eflornithine*resistance! caused! by! loss! of! the!amino!acid! transporter!TbAAT6!was!accompanied!by!significant!hypersensitivity!to!pentamidine!(Vincent!et!al.!2010).!However,!TbAAT6!was!not!overexpressed!in!the! resistant! lines! (see! below).! The! population! doubling! times* in* vitro*were! the!same!for!all!three!lines,!i.e.!9.4!±!0.3!h.!!
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Genome*sequence*of*T.*b.*rhodesiense*STIB900*Before! exploring! the! mutations! underlying! the! strong! MPXR! phenotype! of!STIB900*P!and!STIB900*M!by!comparative!genomics,!we!had!to!generate!a!good*quality!draft!genome!of!the!susceptible!parent!T.*b.*rhodesiense!STIB900.!Genomic!DNA! was! isolated! from! bloodstream*form! trypanosomes! grown! in! mice.! The!obtained! gDNA!was! verified! to! be! free! of! mouse! DNA! by! PCR! with! primers! for!mouse!GAPDH.!Paired*end! Illumina! reads!generated!on! the!HiSeq!platform!were!mapped! to! the! core! chromosomes! of! T.* b.* brucei! TREU927! with! an! average!coverage! of! 53*fold.! The! vast! majority! of! gene! models! (9,692! of! 9,722)! were!transferred!from!T.*b.*brucei!TREU927!to!the!assembled!T.*b.*rhodesiense*STIB900!genome,! identifying! a! total! of! 112,565! high*quality! single*nucleotide!polymorphisms! (SNP)! between! these! two! genomes.! In! protein*coding! regions!there! were! 46,453! SNPs,! of! which! 19,575! non*synonymous.! As! expected,! the!STIB900! contained! the! SRA! gene! (serum! resistance*associated;! Tb927.9.17380),!whose! product! neutralizes! ApoL1,! the! trypanolytic! factor! of! human! serum! that!protects!humans! from!infection!by!T.*b.*brucei.!The!genome!reference!strain!T.*b.*
brucei*TREU927!contains!a!dysfunctional!SRA!orthologue!(Vanhamme!et!al.!2004).!!
Comparative*genomics*of*drug*resistance*The! assembled! genome! sequence! of!T.*b.* rhodesiense*was!used! as! a! reference! to!identify!mutations!in!the!resistant!derivatives!STIB900*P!and!STIB900*M.!Genomic!DNA!was! isolated! from!bloodstream*form!trypanosomes!harvested! from!infected!mice.!The!known!absence!of!TbAT1!from!STIB900*M!was!used!for!diagnostic!PCR!of!the!purified!gDNA!to!verify!that!there!had!been!no!contaminations.!Roche*454!sequencing! libraries! were! generated! for! all! three! lines,! obtaining! ~1.5! million!high*quality! reads! for! each! genome,! corresponding! to! a! 20*fold! coverage! (Table!S1).! The! reads! from! STIB900*M! and! STIB900*P!were!mapped! to! the! assembled!STIB900! genome!with! an! overall! coverage! of! 83%! (DP4! >=! 5).! SNPs! and! indels!were! identified!with!SAMtools!and!with!self*developed!Perl!scripts.!All! identified!
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SNPs,!indels,!and!gene!deletions!were!inspected!manually!using!Artemis!(Carver!et!al.! 2008).! Overall,! there! were! remarkably! few! mutations! in! STIB900*M! and!STIB900*P! relative! to! their! parent! STIB900! (Table! 2).! Only! one! coding! point!mutation!was! found! in! both! resistant! lines! (in! TbUBP1,! see! below).! These! lines!have!the!same!deletion!of!1.8!kb!at!the!TbAQP2/3!locus!(Figure!2a),!causing!loss!of!the! aquaglyceroporin! TbAQP2.! The! deletion! was! confirmed! by! PCR! on! genomic!DNA!followed!by!sequencing!of!the!products!(not!shown).!
* T.* b.* rhodesiense* STIB900*M! had! not! only! lost! TbAT1! (Tb927.5.286b),! as!previously! published! (Bernhard! et! al.! 2007),! but! a! whole! region! of! over! 25! kb!encompassing! TbAT1! and! adjacent! genes! (Tb927.5.288b,! Tb927.5.289b,!Tb927.5.291b,! Tb927.5.292b).!T.* b.* rhodesiense! STIB900*P! still! possessed!TbAT1!but! the! gene! contained! a! non*synonymous! substitution! G1288C,! from! neutral!glycine! at! position!430! to! a! positively! charged! arginine.!We! confirmed! the!point!mutation! with! Sanger! sequencing! and! a! restriction! digest! of! the! TbAT1! PCR!product!since!the!mutation!generated!an!endonuclease!NruI!site!(tcgcga;!Figure!4).!The!facts!that!the!TbAT1!PCR!products!from!genomic!DNA!of!STIB900*P!(i)!were!not!digested!completely!(Figure!4),!and!(ii)!after!cloning!and!sequencing!did!not!all!contain! the! C! at! position! 1288! (not! shown),! indicate! that! STIB*900P! is!heterozygous!for!the!mutation!G1288C.!! In!view!of! the!very!small!number!of!non*synonymous!SNPs! (Table!2),! the!finding! that! the! two! independently! selected! lines,! STIB900*P! and! STIB900*M,!carried!the!same!point!mutation,!Arg131!to!Leu,!in!the!uridine*rich*binding!protein!1!(TbUBP1,!Tb927.11.500),!was!of!particular!interest.!TbUBP1!is!an!RNA*binding!protein!with!a!single,! conserved!RNA!recognition!motif! (RRM,!Figure!5A),!whose!structure!has!been!determined!for!its!orthologue!in!Trypanosoma*cruzi!(Volpon!et!al.! 2005).!Arg131!of!TbUBP1!corresponds! to!Arg113!of!TcUBP1! in!T.*cruzi! and! lies!within!the!4!*!5!hairpin!of!the!RRM!that!is!involved!in!RNA!binding!(Volpon!et!al.! 2005).! TcUBP1! is! a! cytoplasmic! protein! in! epimastigote!T.*cruzi! (Cassola! and!Frasch!2009).!Intriguingly,!TcUBP1!was!shown!to!accumulate!in!the!nucleus!when!the! trypanosomes! were! under! arsenite! stress,! and! mutations! affecting! RNA*binding!prevented!nuclear!accumulation!of!TcUBP1!(Cassola!and!Frasch!2009).!!To!test! the! impact! of! the! mutation! R131L! on! TbUBP1! function,! we! generated! two!
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Conclusions!Cross*resistance!of!African! trypanosomes!between!melarsoprol! and!pentamidine!is! an! important! and! well*known! phenomenon! (Baker! et! al.! 2013).! Here! we!perform! in*depth!phenotypic!and!genotypic!profiling!of! two! lab*derived!mutants!of!T.*b.*rhodesiense!with!pronounced!MPXR:!STIB900*P,!selected!with!pentamidine,!and! STIB900*M,! selected! with! melarsoprol! (Figure! 1).! The! two! independently!selected! lines! STIB900*P! and! STIB900*M! had! parallel! resistance! profiles,!extending!MPXR! to!other!diamidines!and!adenosine!analogs,!but!not! to! suramin,!nifurtimox!or!fexinidazole!(Table!1).!The!latter!is!of!particular!importance!because!fexinidazole!is!the!most!advanced!candidate!for!a!new,!so!urgently!needed!drug!for!sleeping!sickness!(Tarral!et!al.!2014).!Surprisingly,!the!MPXR!resistant!lines!turned!out!to!be!hypersensitive!to!eflornithine,!which!is!complementary!to!the!published!observation! that! eflornithine*selected! trypanosomes! became! hypersensitive! to!pentamidine! (Vincent! et! al.! 2010).! The! molecular! mechanisms! underlying! this!relationship!are!unknown,!but!based!on!transcriptomic!data!are!unlikely!to!involve!the!eflornithine*transporter!TbAAT6!(Figure!2).!Very!few!genes!were!differentially!expressed! in! the! two! drug*resistant! lines! compared! to! the! sensitive! parent.! The!only! genes!overexpressed!were!VSG!genes! for! STIB900*P,! indicative!of! antigenic!switch(es)! that! had! become! fixed! during! the! continuous! sub*passaging! of! the!cultures!over!the!two!years'!selection!period.!The!only!striking!difference!between!the!resistant!lines!and!their!parent!was!the!complete!absence!of!RNA*Seq!reads!for!
TbAQP2!(in!both!900*P!and!900*M)!and!for!TbAT1!and!neighboring!genes!(in!900*M!only).!Mutations! in!TbAQP2!and!TbAT1!are!known!to!cause!MPXR!by!reducing!drug! import! (Mäser!et!al.!1999;!Matovu!et!al.!2003;!Baker!et!al.!2012;!Graf!et!al.!2013;!Munday!et!al.!2014).!! The! absence! of! mRNA! for! the! two! transporters! was! explained! by!comparative!genomics.!We!have!sequenced!gDNA!of!T.*b.*rhodesiense!STIB900!on!the!Illumina!platform,!and!of!all!the!three!lines!on!the!Roche*454!one.!Mapping!of!the!454!reads!to!the!assembled!genome!of!STIB900!revealed!large!deletions!at!the!
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TbAQP2! and!TbAT1! loci! in! the! resistant! lines,!which! had! both! lost! the! complete!
TbAQP2! gene! (Figure! 3).! This! was! probably! facilitated! by! the! presence! of! the!neighboring,!highly!similar!gene!TbAQP3,!allowing!for!homologous!recombination!accompanied! by! loss! of! genetic!material.!While!TbAQP2*/*TbAQP3! chimera! have!been!described!from!MPXR!trypanosomes!(Baker!et!al.!2012;!Graf!et!al.!2013),!this!is!the!first!case!of!a!natural!knock*out!of!TbAQP2.!STIB900*M!also!carried!a!large!deletion!on!chromosome!five!encompassing!TbAT1!and!six!adjacent!genes!(Figures!2B!and!4A),!a!gene!loss!possibly!facilitated!by!their!telomeric!location.!This!study!has! provided! the! best! evidence! to! date! that! the!MPXR!models! developed! in! the!non*human! infective! trypanosome!T.* b.* brucei*hold! true! in!T.* b.* rhodesiense,! the!causative!agent!of!sleeping!sickness!in!East!Africa,!and!that!selection!for!high*level!resistance! to!melarsoprol! and! pentamidine! can! lead! to! loss! of! both! known!drug!transporters.!! Besides!these!large!deletions!there!were!only!about!a!dozen!mutations!that!had!become! fixed! in! the!drug*selected! lines! in! the! two!years'! course!of! selection!(Table!2).!STIB900*P!carried!a!non*synonymous!point!mutation!in!TbAT1!changing!Gly430!to!Arg!(Figure!4).!Expression!of!wild*type!and!G430R*mutant!TbAT1!in!a!T.*
b.* brucei* loss*of*transport! mutant! demonstrated! that! the! TbAT1! allele! did! not!transport! melarsoprol! or! diamidines! (Figure! 6).! The! finding! that! STIB900*P! is!heterozygous! for! the! mutation! might! explain! its! milder! MPXR! phenotype! than!STIB900*M! (Table! 1).! Of! particular! interest! was! a! point! mutation! in! the! RNA*binding!protein!TbUBP1,!R131L,!present!in!both!resistant!lines,!which!must!have!been!acquired! independently.!The!precise! function!of!TbUBP1!is!unknown,!but! it!has! been! implicated! in! regulation! of!mRNA! levels,! presumably! by! competing! for!binding! sites!with!other!RNA*binding!proteins! (Hartmann!et! al.! 2007).!Based!on!the!alignment!to!TcUBP1!from!T.*cruzi,!the!arginine!at!position!131!from!TbUBP1!is!predicted!to!be!critical!for!RNA!binding!(Figure!5A)!and!therefore!this!mutation!may!render!UBP1!non*functional.!This!hypothesis!is!supported!by!our!observation!that! overexpression! of! mutated! UBP1! is! non*deleterious,! whereas! UBP1*WT!overexpression! does! elicit! a! strong! growth! deficit! (Figure! 5E),! as! has! been!described! by! others! (Hartmann! et! al.! 2007).! Further,! we! find! that! GFP*UBP1*R131L!appears!to!be!partially!degraded!when!compared!to!GFP*UBP1*WT!(Figure!
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Trypanosoma*brucei*rhodesiense!STIB900!is!a!derivative!of!STIB704,!isolated!from!a!male!patient! at! St.! Francis!Hospital! in! Ifakara,!Tanzania,! in!1981.!After! several!passages!in!rodents!and!a!cyclic!passage!in!Glossina*morsitans*morsitans,!a!cloned!population! was! adapted! to! axenic! growth.! T.* b.* rhodesiense! STIB900*M! and!STIB900*P!were!selected!independently!in*vitro!for!resistance!to!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine,! respectively! (Bernhard! et! al.! 2007).! Bloodstream*form!trypanosomes! were! propagated* in* vitro! as! described! in! (Graf! et! al.! 2013)! and!adapted! from! (Baltz! et! al.! 1985).! Large! numbers! of! trypanosomes! for! DNA!isolation! were! obtained! by! inoculating! female! Naval! Medical! Research! Institute!(NMRI)!mice! from! Harlan! (The! Netherlands)! with! 106! trypanosomes.!When! the!parasitaemia! was! high,! trypanosomes! were! harvested! and! separated! from! the!blood!cells!on!DEAE*cellulose!columns!(Lanham!and!Godfrey!1970).!!
In*vitro*drug*sensitivity*For!all!the!STIB900!lines!drug!sensitivities!were!determined!with!the!Alamar!blue!assay! (Räz! et! al.! 1997).! T.* b.* brucei*B48! drug! sensitivities! were! determined! as!described! (Gould! et! al.! 2008).! The! SoftMax! Pro! software! (V.! 5.2)! and! Prism! 5!(GraphPad)!were! used! to! calculate! 50%! growth! inhibitory! concentrations! (IC50)!values! by! non*linear! regression! fitting! to! a! sigmoidal! dose*response! curve.! All!assays!were!performed!at! least!three!times!independently,!each!in!duplicate.!The!drugs! and! compounds! were! obtained! from:! Melarsoprol! (Sanofi*Aventis/WHO),!eflornithine! (Sanofi*Aventis),! DB75! (Immtech),! fexinidazole! (DNDi,! Geneva),!nifurtimox!(WHO,!Geneva),!suramin!(Bayer),!pentamidine!isethionate,!diminazene!aceturate,! phenylarsine! oxide,! aminopurinol,! cordycepin,! adenosine! arabinoside!and!tubercidin!(Sigma).!!
Isolation*of*nucleic*acids*Genomic! DNA!was! isolated! by! phenol/chloroform! extraction! from! bloodstream*form! trypanosomes!propagated! in!mice.!To! check! for! contamination!with!mouse!DNA! we! performed! PCR! with! primers! for! mouse! glyceraldehyde*3*phosphate*
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dehydrogenase! (GAPDH)! and! mouse! cDNA! as! a! positive! control.! For! each! T.* b.*
rhodesiense!line,!about!60!µg!of!genomic!DNA!was!prepared!for!sequencing,!Total!RNA! was! isolated! from! log! phase! cultures! (106! cells/ml)! with! TRIzol! (Life!technologies).! Equal! amounts! of! total! RNA!were! pooled! from! three! independent!isolations,!and!from!each!pooled!sample!12!µg!were!used!for!sequencing.!!
Spliced*leader*trapping*Library!preparation!and!RNA*Seq!was!performed!according! to! the!spliced*leader!trapping! (SLT)! protocol! as! in! (Nilsson! et! al.! 2010).! This! is! a!modification! of! the!standard!Illumina!protocol!that!uses!the!T.*brucei!39!nt!spliced!leader!sequence!for!2nd! strand! cDNA! synthesis! and! sequencing.! Two! independent! experiments!were!performed:!run!1!on! the!Genome!Analyzer! IIx! (Illumina)!and!run!2!on! the!HiSeq!2000! (Illumina).! The! Fastq! files! were! read! into! the! Spliced! Leader! ADDition!(SLADD)! program! (Nilsson! et! al.! 2010)! and!mapped! onto! the! reference! genome!sequence!of!T.*brucei*TREU927!(Berriman!et!al.!2005),!using!maq!(Li!et!al.!2008)!with!n!=!3!and!with!a!read!length!of!≥24.!Multi!mapping!reads!were!separated!from!single! mappers! by! an! alignment! quality! threshold! of! 30.! Read! counts! were!normalized! according! to! library! size! and! expressed! as! tags! per! million! (TPM).!Statistical! analysis! for! differentially! expressed! genes! was! performed! with! the!DESeq! package! in! R! (Anders! and! Huber! 2010).! DESeq! uses! a! negative! binomial!distribution! and! a! shrinkage! factor! for! the! distribution’s! variance.! Only!mapped!reads!(raw!counts)!with!a!quality!score!of!q<30!and!data!from!both!performed!SLT!runs!were!included.!!
Whole*genome*sequencing*Whole! genome! sequencing! of! T.* b.* rhodesiense! STIB900! was! carried! out! on! the!Illumina! HiSeq! 2000! platform.! Two! times! 12,243,924! paired*end! reads! of! 76! b!were! mapped! chromosomewise! to! the! reference! genome! T.* b.* brucei* 927! (v5)!using! MIRA! (v3.9.16)! (Chevreux! et! al.! 2004).! Gene! models! from! the! reference!genome!T.*b.*brucei*927!were!transferred!to!the!assembled!STIB900!genome!using!RATT! (Rapid!Annotation!Transfer!Tool)! (Otto! et! al.! 2011)! from! the!PAGIT! (Post!Assembly! Genome! Improvement! Toolkit)! (Swain! et! al.! 2012)! package.! Whole!
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genome!sequencing!of!T.*b.*rhodesiense*STIB900*M!and!STIB900*P!was!carried!out!on!the!Genome!Sequencer!FLX!Titanium!by!Roche/454.!Two!shotgun!runs!per!line!were!performed.!FASTQ!format!was!extracted!from!.sff!files!using!‘SFF!converter’!from!Galaxy! (Giardine!et! al.! 2005).!High!quality! (HQ)! reads!were!mapped! to! the!assembled!STIB900!genome,!indexed!with!wordlength!13!and!skipstep!1,!using!the!program! SMALT! (ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub4/resources/software/smalt).! Consensus!sequence!and!variants!relative!to!the!assembled!STIB900!genome!were!identified!with! ‘mpileup’! from! SAMtools! (Li! et! al.! 2009).! Ad! hoc! Perl! scripts!were! used! to!compare!nucleotide!variants!between!the!mapped!reads!of!STIB900*M,!STIB900*P!and!the!assembled!STIB900!genome.!For!comparison!also!STIB900!454!reads!were!mapped! to! the! assembled!STIB900!genome.! SNPs!were! called! if! they!had! a! read!depth! of! at! least! 5! high! quality! bases! (DP4! ≥! 5)! and! a! read!mapping! quality! of!minimum! 20! (mapq! ≥! 20).! All! identified! SNPs,! indels,! and! gene! deletions! were!inspected!manually!using!Artemis!(Carver!et!al.!2008).!!
PCR*amplification*and*Sanger*sequencing*PCR! primers! to! amplify! the! 3.2! kb! tandem! locus! of! TbAQP2! and! TbAQP3! were!AQP2/3_F! (aagaaggctgaaactccacttg)! and! AQP2/3_R! (tgcactcaaaaacaggaaaaga),!annealing! at! 58°C.! TbAT1! was! amplified! with! primers! TbAT1_F!(gaaatccccgtcttttctcac)!and!TbAT1_R!(atgtgctgagcctttttcctt),!annealing!at!56°C.!The!PCR!products!were!purified!on!silica!membrane!columns!(Nucleospin!gel!and!PCR!clean!up,!Macherey!Nagel)!according! to! the!supplier’s!protocol.!The!product!was!digested! with! NruI! (New! England! Biolabs),! run! on! a! 1.5%! agarose! gel! and!visualized!with!ethidium!bromide.!!
Plasmid*construction*and*transfection*The! TbAT1*G430R! mutated! sequence! from! STIB900*P! was! ligated! into! the!expression!vector!pHD1336!(Biebinger!et!al.!1997),!to!give!pHDK68.!The!plasmid!was! checked! by! Sanger! Sequencing! (Source! BioScience,!Nottingham,!UK)! for! the!presence!of! the!expected!mutation!and! linearized!with!NotI!prior! to! transfection!into! T.* b.* brucei! clone! B48,! which! lack! the! TbAT1! gene! and! the! high! affinity!pentamidine! transporter! (Bridges! et! al.! 2007).! ! B48*parasites*were!washed! into!
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Human!T!Cell!Solution! for! transfection!using! the!desired*cassette!with!an!Amaxa!Nucleofector!(Burkard!et!al.!2007).!Transfectants!were!cloned!by!limiting!dilution!in! standard! HMI*11! (Hirumi! and! Hirumi! 1989)! containing! 5! µg/ml! blasticidin.!Correct!integration!of!the!expression!cassettes!was!tested!by!PCR.!!! To! generate! stable! cell! lines! that! allow! for! inducible! expression! of! GFP*UBP1*WT!or!GFP*UBP1*R131L!genomic!DNA!was!isolated!from!STIB*900*WT!and!STIB*900*M! cells! according! to! standard! protocols! and! used! as! a! template! for!amplification! of! the! UBP1! gene! by! PCR! with! primers! UBP1_F!(ccgctctagatctcaggttccactggcttc)! and! UBP1_R! (ccgcggatcctcatttacgggcaggccgac).!PCR! products! were! cloned! into! pRPaiGFPx!(http://www.lifesci.dundee.ac.uk/groups/david*horn/resources)!using!restriction!enzymes! XbaI! and! BamHI.! T.* b.* brucei* 2TI! cells! (Alsford! et! al.! 2005)! were!transfected! with! AscI! digested,! Tet*inducible! RRNA! promoter! driven! plasmids!(pRPaiGFPx)! containing! either! GFP*UBP1*WT! or! GFP*UBP1*R131L! in! Tb*BSF!nucleofection!buffer!(90!mM!NaHPO3,!5!mM!KCl,!0.15!mM!CaCl2,!50!mM!HEPES,!pH! 7.3)! (Schumann! Burkard! et! al.! 2011)! using! the! Amaxa! nucleofector! (Lonza)!with!program!Z*001.!After!transfections!cells!were!cloned!out!by!limiting!dilution!and! selected! for! stable! integration! of! the! plasmid! by! addition! of! 2.5! µg/ml!hygromycin.! PCR! and! Sanger! sequencing! confirmed! correct! integration! and!sequence.!!





SDSSPAGE*and*Western*Blotting*Cells!were!lysed!in!NUPAGE®!LDS!sample!buffer!(Life!Technologies)!and!samples!were! loaded! on! precast! 4*12%! Bis*Tris! Gradient! Gels! (NuPAGE! Novex®,! Life!Technologies)!in!MES!running!buffer!and!transferred!to!nitrocellulose!membranes!using!the!iBlot!dry*blotting!system!(Novex®,!Life!Technologies).!Membranes!were!blocked! in! 5%!milk! in! PBS/Tween*20! and! incubated!with! primary! antibodies! in!5%! milk! in! TBS/Tween*20! overnight! at! 4! °C.! Membranes! were! washed! and!incubated! with! peroxidase*conjugated! secondary! antibodies! in! 5%! milk!PBS/Tween*20!for!2!hours!at!room!temperature.!Blots!were!developed!using!the!ECL! Western! Blotting! Substrate! (Pierce)! using! a! ChemiDoc™! MP! Gel! Imaging!System! (Biorad).! Primary! Antibodies! used:! rabbit! anti*GFP:! (Abcam,! Ab290),!mouse!anti*BiP:! !(kind!gift!of!Prof!A.!Schneider).!Secondary!Antibodies!used:!goat!anti*rabbit!(SouthernBiotech:!4050*05),!polyclonal!rabbit!anti*mouse!HRP!(Dako,!Baar,!Switzerland)!!
Flow*cytometry*To!assess! relative! levels!of!GFP*UBP1*WT!and!GFP*UBP1*R131L,!expression!was!induced! in! the! respective! cell! lines! for! 24h! by! addition! of! 1! µg/ml! tetracycline.!Parasites!were!then!diluted!1:2!in!PBS!containing!4%!formaldehyde!and!analyzed!immediately! by! flow! cytometry! using! a! BD! FACSCalibur! (Becton! Dickinson,!Allschwil,!Switzerland).!GFP!intensity!was!measured!in!channel!FL1!(530!±!15!nm)!and!geometrical!means!of!the!main!population!were!determined.!Levels!were!then!normalized!to!GFP*UBP1*WT.!All!analyses!were!carried!out!using!flow!cytometry!analysis!software!FlowJo!(Tree!Star!Inc.,!Ashland,!OR,!USA).!!




Abbreviations!MPXR! ! melarsoprol*pentamidine!cross*resistance!SLT! ! spliced!leader!trapping!TbAQP2! T.*brucei*aquaglyceroporin!2!TbAT1! T.*brucei!adenosine!transporter!1!VSG! ! variable!surface!glycoprotein!!!
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% STIB900% STIB900:P% STIB900:M% STIB:900P% STIB900:M%
Melarsoprol! 6.0!!±!3.4! 84!±!52!
*! 170!±!63!*! 14! 28!
Pentamidine! 2.8!!±!0.8! 130!±!69!*! 210!±!93!*! 47! 76!
Diminazene! 3.8!!±!1.5! 18!±!5.4!*! 25!±!10!*! 4.7! 6.5!
DB75! 3.7!!±!0.9! 22!±!8!*! 64!±!17!*! 5.9! 17!
Suramin! 135!!±!!62! 76!±!32! 125!±!25! 0.6! 0.9!
Nifurtimox! 1100!!±!!550! 1100!±!460! 1500!±!620! 1.0! 1.4!
Fexinidazole! 3200!!±!1100! 2500!±!980! 6100!±!2500!*! 0.8! 1.9!
Eflornithine! 5200!!±!1400! 1300!±!640!*! 2700!±!480!*! 0.3! 0.5!
Cordycepin! 0.46!!±!!0.1! 2.2!±!0.54!*! 7.0!±!1.5!*! 4.7! 15!
Vidarabine! 265!±!108! 400!±!52!*! 650!±!190!*! 1.5! 2.5!
Tubercidin! 26!±!6! 100!±!19!*! 4300!±!1000!*! 3.8! 163!
Aminopurinol! 1500!±!190! 5400!±!1100!*! 2000!±!630! 3.6! 1.3!
Phenylarsine!! 0.52!±!0.13! 0.65!±!0.11! 0.75!±!0.08! 1.3! 1.4!





! Overall! CDS! NS! Overall! CDS! NS!Chr1! 0! 0! 0! 2! 0! 0!Chr2! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!Chr3! 0! 0! 0! 1! 0! 0!Chr4! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!Chr5! 2! 0! 0! 1! 1! 1!Chr6! 1! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!Chr7! 0! 0! 0! 1! 0! 0!Chr8! 1! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!Chr9! 6! 0! 0! 5! 1! 1!Chr10! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!Chr11! 2! 2! 2! 4! 2! 2!


















Figure! 3! –! Loss! of! TbAQP2! from! the! resistant! lines.!A)! 454! reads! generated!from!genomic!DNA!of!STIB900*P!and!STIB900*M!mapped!to!STIB900.!The!TbAQP2*












Figure!5!–!Mutation!of!TbUBP1!in!the!resistant!lines.! !A)!ClustalW2!alignment!of!the!predicted!RNA!recognition!motif!(RRM)!of!TbUBP1!from!STIB900,!STIB900*M,! and! STIB900*P! alongside! Trypanosoma* cruzi! UBP1.! The! mutation! of! the!conserved!Arg131!to!Leu! is!highlighted! in!the!alignment!and!Arg131!is! indicated!
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Trypanosoma# brucei# brucei# laboratory! strains.! Recently,! chimerization! at! the! AQP2DAQP3#tandem! locus!was! described! from!melarsoprol*pentamidine! cross*resistant!T.# b.# gambiense!isolates! from! sleeping! sickness! patients! in! the!Democratic! Republic! of! the! Congo.!Here,!we!demonstrate! that! reintroduction! of!wild*type!AQP2! into! one! of! these! isolates! fully! restores!drug!susceptibility!while!expression!of!the!chimeric!AQP2/3!gene!in!aqp2!null!T.#b.#brucei#does!not.! This! proves! that! AQP2DAQP3! chimerization! is! the! cause! of! melarsoprol*pentamidine!cross*resistance!in!the!T.#b.#gambiense!isolates.!!!













T.#b.#brucei!2T1!cells!(Alsford!et!al.,!2005)!and!2T1#aqp2*aqp3!double!knock*out!cells!(Baker!et!al.,!2012)!were!maintained! in!HMI*11!medium.!Puromycin!(0.2!µg/ml)!and!phleomycin!(0.5!µg/ml)!were!added! for!2T1!cells.!For!2T1!aqp2*aqp3! double!knock*out! cells!blasticidin! (10!µg/ml)! and! G418! (2! µg/ml)! were! added! in! addition.! Hygromycin! (2.5! µg/ml),! instead! of!puromycin,! was! added! after! transfection! with! chimeric! AQP2/3.! T.# b.# gambiense! 40AT!(MHOM/CD/INRB/2006/07!(Pyana!et!al.,!2011))!were!cultured!in!HMI*9!medium!with!15%!FCS! and! 5%! human! serum,! plus! blasticidin! (5! µg/ml)! after! transfection.! In# vitro! drug!sensitivities! were! determined! as! described! (Graf! et! al.,! 2013).! For! the! inducible! cells,!tetracycline!(tet)!was!added!24!h!prior!to!the!assay.!!




and!pHDK34!(Munday!et!al.,!2014)!as!follows:!4x107!cells!were!resuspended!in!100!µl!Tb*BSF!nucleofection!buffer!(Schumann!Burkard!et!al.,!2011)!(90!mM!NaHPO3,!5!mM!KCl,!0.15!mM!CaCl2,! 50! mM! HEPES,! pH! 7.3)! including! 10! µg! linearized! plasmid! DNA! and! placed! in! the!nucleofection!cuvette!in!the!Amaxa!Nucleofector!(Lonza).!Cells!were!electroporated!using!the!program! Z*001! and! immediately! transferred! into! 25! ml! of! pre*warmed! HMI*9! medium!containing!15%!FCS,!5%!human!serum,!and!20%!sterile*filtered!conditioned!medium.!Stable!clones! were! obtained! by! limiting! dilution! and! blasticidin! selection! (5! µg/ml).! Correct!integration! was! assessed! by! PCR! on! genomic! DNA! with! primers! primers! AQP2_int_F!(gtattggtgtggctgtcacg),!AQP3_int_R!(cccgttgagtaaccgatgtt),!pAQP_F!(aacacaccggtaccgtcatt)!and!pAQP_R!(cttctcttgtgcgctgtacg).!!
3.(Results(and(Discussion!
3.1#Expression#of#wildDtype#AQP2#reDsensitizes#drugDresistant#T.#b.#gambiense#To! test! whether! the! lack! of! bona# fide! AQP2! activity! contributes! to! drug! resistance! in! the!isolates!from!Mbuji*Mayi,!we!introduced!a!'wild*type'!copy!of!AQP2!into!T.#b.#gambiense!40AT,!isolated!from!a!melarsoprol*relapse!patient!after!treatment!(Pyana!et!al.,!2011).!The!gene!was!integrated!into!the!highly!transcribed!rRNA*spacer!locus.!This!shifted!the!IC50!of!pentamidine!from!108!nM!to!2!nM!and!the! IC50!of!melarsoprol! from!47!nM!to!10!nM! ! (Figure!1),!a! level!similar!to!the!fully!susceptible!T.#b.#gambiense!reference!isolate!STIB930!(which!had!an!IC50!of!2!nM!for!pentamidine!and!10!nM!for!melarsoprol;!Graf!et!al.,!2013).!No!shifts!were!observed!with!diminazene!aceturate,!a!diamidine!that!is!not!an!AQP2!substrate!(Munday!et!al.,!2014),!or!with!phenylarsine!oxide! (data!not! shown),! an!arsenical! that!diffuses! through! the!plasma!membrane.! The! same! results! were! obtained! with! three! additional! clones.! As! a! negative!control,!we!transfected!the!40AT!cells!with!a!non*functional!AQP2!mutant!from!the!MPXR!T.#b.#
brucei! clone! B48! (Munday! et! al.,! 2014).! As! expected,! this! did! not! affect! susceptibility! to!melarsoprol! or! pentamidine! (Figure! 1).! These! results! demonstate! that!AQP2! is! key! to! drug!susceptibility!in!the!MPXR!T.#b.#gambiense!isolate.!
(




strain!that!expressed!the!tet!repressor,!and!that!carried!a!complete!deletion!of!the!AQP2*AQP3!locus!(Alsford!et!al.,!2011).!Tetracycline*inducible!expression!of!the!chimeric!AQP2/3!protein!was! confirmed! by! immuno*fluorescence! microscopy! (data! not! shown)! and! by! Western!blotting!with!an!anti*GFP!antibody!(Figure!2C).!Drug!sensitivities!were!determined!in#vitro!for!melarsoprol! and! pentamidine.! None! of! the! transfected! cell! lines! showed! a! significant!difference! in! IC50! to! pentamidine! or! melarsoprol! when! expression! of! AQP2/3! had! been!induced! with! tetracycline! as! compared! to! non*induced! cells! (Figure! 2A).! This! held! true!irrespective!of!the!presence!of!the!GFP!tag.!Thus!no!potential!function!in!drug!susceptibility!could! be! attributed! to! the!AQP2/3! chimera.! Expression! of! 'wild*type'!AQP2! using! the! same!over*expression! system! (untagged! and!GFP*tagged)! did! not! just! reverse!MPXR!but! actually!hypersensitized!the!aqp2Daqp3!double!null!T.#b.#brucei!to!pentamidine!and!melarsoprol!(Baker!et!al.,!2012).!!




4.(Conclusion(Previous!work!on!the!correlation!of!occurrence!of!a!chimeric!AQP2/3!gene!in!T.#b.#gambiense!isolates!from!the!DRC!with!in#vitro#drug!sensitivity!(Graf!et!al.,!2013),!suggested!a!functional!link!between!the!chimera!and!MPXR.!However,!proof!of!a!causal!relationship!was!lacking.!The!AQP2/3! chimeric! protein! consists! mostly! of! AQP2! sequence,! including! the! atypical! second!filter!sequence!(Baker!et!al.,!2012).!Overall,!AQP2/3!of! the!T.#b.#gambiense! from!Mbuji*Mayi!has! only! 9! amino! acid! differences! with! AQP2.! Moreover,! the! T.# b.# gambiense! isolates! that!harbored!the!chimeric!gene!are!probably!of!clonal!origin!(Pyana!et!al.,!2014),!undermining!the!statistical! significance! of! genotype! to! phenotype! correlations.! Thus! reverse! genetic!engineering! of! bloodstream*form! trypanosomes! was! required! to! establish! a! direct! link!between!chimerization!at!the!AQP2*AQP3!locus!in!T.#b.#gambiense!isolates!and!MPXR.!This!was!only! feasible! because! some! of! the! isolates! from! Mbuji*Mayi! had! been! adapted! to! axenic!growth!in#vitro!(Pyana!et!al.,!2011).!
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General!discussion!With! technical! advance,! in! particular! with! the! arrival! of! next! generation!sequencing!technologies,! it!became!possible!to!analyze!and!compare!organisms!on!the!scheme!of!the!whole!genome,!transcriptome,!proteome!or!metabolome.!A!milestone!for!the!trypanosome!research!community!was!the!completion!of!the!T.#
b.# brucei! TREU927! genome! in! 2005! (Berriman! 2005).! Comparative! genomics!allows! for! comparison! on! different! levels:! comparison! between! different!organisms,! from! subspecies! to! different! domains! of! life,! but! also! between!different!cell!lines!and!populations!within!the!same!species.!Its!applications!are!very! diverse! and! I! will! just! name! a! few! examples! for! research! in! infectious!diseases.! Host*pathogens! comparisons! to! find! e.g.! drug! targets! (Ludin! et! al.!2012),! vaccine! candidates! (Chaudhary! and! Roos,! 2005)! or! molecular! mimicry!(Ludin!et!al.,!2011).!Comparison!between!different!clones!or!isolates!of!the!same!species!of!pathogens!can! identify!virulence! factors,! the!genetic!diversity!and!as!has!been!done!in!my!thesis!drug!resistance!genes.!! The! valuable! starting!material! had! been! two!T.# brucei# rhodesiense! lines!independently!selected!for!high!level!of!melarsorpol!and!pentamidine!resistance,!respectively!(Bernhard!et!al.,!2007).!The!rational!for!working!with!two!resistant!lines,! resistant! to! two! unrelated! drugs! (amidines! and! arsenicals),! was! an!observation! made! more! than! 60! years! ago! (Rollo! and! Williamson,! 1951):!Trypanosomes! resistant! to! arsenical! drugs! (i.e.! melarsoprol)! were! cross*resistant! to! amidines! (i.e.! pentamidine).! This! phenomenon!was! observed! over!and! over! again! (Frommel! and!Balber,! 1987;! Pospichal! et! al.,! 1994;! Scott! et! al.,!1996;! Bernhard! et! al.,! 2007;! Graf! et! al.,! 2013)! and! held! true! in! both! selected!STIB900!lines.!Preliminary!analysis!of!the!two!lines!showed!that!STIB900*M!lost!
TbAT1,! at! the! time! the! only! known! resistance! gene,! causing! melarsoprol*pentamidine! cross*resistance! (Carter! and! Fairlamb,! 1993;! Mäser! et! al.,! 1999).!!Homozygous! disruption! of! both! TbAT1! alleles! in! a! T.# b.# brucei! line! led! to! a!resistance!factor!of!only!2.5!to!either!drug!(Matovu!et!al.,!2003).!Both!selected!T.#
b.#rhodesiense! lines!have!resistance!factors!a!magnitude!above!that!(Chapter!2).!We!concluded!that!more!genes!must!be! involved!contributing!to! the!resistance!phenotype!in!those!lines!*!which!was!confirmed!during!this!thesis.!
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Comparative!genomics!and!transcriptomics!of!drug!resistance!!We!made!use!of!next!generation!sequencing! technologies,!which!became!much!cheaper!and!available! for!smaller! labs! in!recent!years,! to! investigate! the!whole!genomes! of! the! two! resistant! and! the! parental! STIB900! lines.! Moreover,! we!applied! RNA! sequencing! (cDNA)! to! analyze! and! compare! the! gene! expression!levels!genome*wide!between!the!three!lines!(Chapter!2).!! We! confirmed! the! loss! of! TbAT1! in! the! STIB900*M! line.! In! STIB900*P,!however,!we!detected!a!heterozygous!coding!point!mutation!G1288C!(leading!to!G430R)!(Chapter!2,!Figure!4),!which!had!previously!not!been!known.!Functional!expression!in!a!tbat1!*/*!background!confirmed!it!to!be!non*functional!(Chapter!2,!Figure!6).!The!clearest!hit!was!the!gene!encoding!the!aquaglyceroporin!2.!Both!lines!had!a!deletion!at!its!locus!(Chapter!2,!Figure!3).!The!third!gene!of!interest!was!the!RNA*binding!protein!TbUBP1.!The!exact!same!position!was!mutated! in!either!line!in!a!highly!conserved!RNA!recognition!motif!(RRM).!The!mutation!was!homozygous!and!led!to!an!amino!acid!change!R131L!(Chapter!2,!Figure!5).!Very!few!mutations! have! been! accumulated! and! become! fixed! during! the! almost! 2!years!selection!process.! !! The!transcriptome!data!confirmed!the!deletion!at! the!AQP2/3! locus!and!of! TbAT1! and! its! adjacent! genes! (Chapter! 2,! Figure! 2).! We! only! found! those,!except! for! some!VSGs! in! STIB900*P,! to! be! differentially! expressed! and!did! not!pick!up!other!significant!differences!in!gene!expression.!Sequencing!technologies!advanced! in! recent! years! and! technical! replicates! are! considered! unnecessary.!But! biological! replicates! are! essential.!We! did! only! 2! biological! replicates! and,!not! optimally,! they! were! conducted! on! two! different! Illumina! sequencers!(GenomeAnalyserIIx! vs! HiSeq2000).! The! first! run! was! very! noisy,! but! I! still!included!the!data!to!have!biological!replicates.!This!variance!might!have!lead!to!the! failure! to! detect! genes! differentially! expressed! with! the! R*based! program!DEseq! (Anders! and! Huber,! 2010)! which! I! used! to! analyse! the! data.! I! also!analysed! the! second! run! excluding! the! noisy! run1! data,! but! did! not! find! other!genes!than!those!that!had!already!been!detected!with!inclusion!of!the!biological!replicates! of! run1.! Advancement! of! the! technology! and! lower! costs! will! allow!more!biological!replicates!in!the!future,!which!circumvents!the!above*mentioned!
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limitation.!Barcoding!allows!for!multiplex!analysis,!meaning!that!in!one!lane!of!a!flow!cell! (where!the!sequencing!reaction!takes!place)!several!different!samples!can! be! sequenced,! which! reduces! costs.! Illumina's! HiSeq2000! sequencer!produces! currently! up! to! 200!mio! reads! per! lane.!With! the! assumption! of! an!average!transcript!length!of!1500!b!and!9000!different!genes!(transcripts)!using!single! reads! of! 50! b,! 270'000! reads! are! needed! for! 1x! coverage! of! the!transcriptome.! ! Even! pooling! of! 10! samples! per! lane! can! yield!more! than! 50x!coverage!of!each!sample.!!! We! mapped! whole! genome! sequencing! reads! of! the! STIB900! parent!genome!to!the!T.#b.#brucei!TREU927!reference!genome!(Berriman!et!al.,!2005)!to!do!the!assembly!and!took!the!gene!models!(annotation)!of!the!reference!genome,!which!is!of!high!quality.!One!minor!limitation!of!that!is!that!we!would!not!be!able!to!identify!larger!chromosomal!differences!between!STIB900!and!TREU!927.!For!comparative! genomics,! we! used! STIB900! as! the! reference! for! the! two! drug!resistant!STIB900*M!and!STIB900*P.!! The! coding! point! mutation! in! TbAT1! occurred! in! all! reads! mapping! to!STIB900*P,!we!therefore!assumed!homozygosity.!Direct!Sanger!sequencing!from!PCR! products!was! also! not! clearly! able! to! show! that! the!mutation!was! in! fact!heterozygous.!We!digested!a!PCR!product!with!the!restriction!enzyme!NruI!that!specifically!cuts!the!mutant!allele!and!never!achieved!a!complete!digest.!Cloning!and!Sanger!sequencing!of!the!PCR!product!revealed!some!clones!with!a!wild!type!
TbAT1#(Chapter!2,!Figure!4).!The!coverage!of!7!reads!at!this!position!was!limiting!though.!Higher!coverage!will!be!able!to!better!discriminate!between!homo*!and!heterozygous!loci.!!! The!Spliced*Leader*Trapping!protocol!we!used! in! the!mRNA!sequencing!has!two!advantages:!Firstly,! it!amplifies!at! the!5'!end!and!thus!produces!all! the!reads!from!the!transcription!initiation!site(s),!which!makes!mapping!easier!and!enables!direct!comparison!between!different!genes.!Secondly,!it!allows!detecting!splice! variants! and! their! relative! abundance.! But! in! the! first! point! lies! also! its!major!drawback.!Gene!with!identical!5'!parts!cannot!be!discriminated.!This!was!exactly!what!happed!with!AQP2!*!AQP3,!as!they!are!identical!in!the!first!91!bases.!
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The! algorithm!does! however! separate! the! data! in! unique! (single)!mapper! and!multi!mappers,!but!we!had!to!correct!manually.!!
# TbAT1!was! known! and!AQP2!was! identified! recently! in! a! genome!wide!RNAi! screen! for! pentamidine! or! melarsorpol! resistance! (Alsford! et! al.,! 2012)!while!we!were!analyzing!our!sequencing!data.!Both!genes!are!now!established!as!MXPR!determinants!and!serve!as!a!proof*of*principle!for!our!approach!of!in#vitro!selection! followed! by! sequencing! and! comparative! genomics! and!transcriptomics.!The!genome*wide!RNAi!screen!by!Alsford!and!Horn!proved!very!successful! in! identifying!several!new!genes! involved! in!resistance! to!all! clinical!HAT!drugs.!Major!advantages!of!such!screens!are:!Once!the!library!is!established!they!are!very!fast,!many!genes!can!be!found!in!a!single!screen!and!networks!of!interactions!can!be!revealed!(e.g.!Suramin,!Chapter!1).!However,!one!of!the!major!limitations! is! that! hits! are! limited! to! loss*of*function! mutations.! In# vitro! drug!selection! takes! longer!but!can!yield! loss*!as!well!as!gain*of*function!mutations.!Potential!compensatory!mutations!that!correct!for!loss!of!fitness!of!a!resistance!mutation! can! also! be! found.! The! likelihood! that! a! hit! is! relevant! (i.e.! able! to!emerge! and! spread! in! the! field)! is! probably! higher.! Taken! together! NGS!technologies! applied! to! detect! mutations! causing! drug! resistance! proved! very!successful!but!validation!in!the!lab!is!essential.!!!
TbUBP1:!a!new!resistance!gene?!Independent!selection!with!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine!led!to!the!exact!same!coding! point! mutation! (R131L)! in! the! RNA*binding! protein! UBP1! in! both!resistant! STIB900! lines! (Chapter! 2).! The! mutation! is! in! the! conserved! RNA!recognition!motif! (RRM)! and! the! arginine! is! likely! involved! in! RNA!binding! as!proposed!from!NMR!studies!with!the!T.#cruzi!ortholog!(Volpon!et!al.,!2005).!The!exact!physiological!functions!of!TbUBP1!and!the!related!TbUBP2!are!unknown.!It!is! suggested! that! they! are! involved! and! mRNA! regulation!(stabilization/degradation),!but!mRNA!binding!seems!to!be!sequence!unspecific!because! UBP1! and! 2! are! highly! abundant! and! in! 100*fold! excess! over!mRNAs!(Hartmann!et!al.,!2007).!TcUBP1!is!predominantly!localized!in!the!cytoplasm!but!was! shown! to! accumulate! in! the! nucleus!when! the! trypanosomes!were! under!
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and!dihydroxyacetone!for!TbAQPs!(Uzcategui!et!al.,!2004).!Classical!aquaporins!transport!exclusively!water!(Agre!et!al.,!2002).!There!is!a!major!doubt!whether!pentamidine!and!melarsoprol!can!actually!directly!pass!the!pore!of!AQP2!as!the!molecules! are! much! larger! than! its! natural! substrates! and! pentamidine! has! 2!positive!charges!at!physiological!pH.!Trivalent!antimony!or!arsenite!are!known!substrates!of!aquaglyceroporin!but!they!are!smaller!and!may!structurally!mimic!glycerol! (Porquet! and! Filella,! 2007).! Other! diamidines,! diminazene! or! DB75,!seem!not!to!be!AQP2!substrates!(Chapter!3!and!4).!They!differ!in!the!linker!group!separating!the!two!amidine!moieties!compared!to!pentamidine.!Pentamidine!has!an!alkyl*chain!(5*C)!linker,!which!makes!the!molecule!highly!flexible.!AQP2!has!a!very!unusual!and!unique!selectivity!filter!sequence.!It!lacks!the!highly!conserved!selectivity!filter!motifs!of!NPA!and!aromatic!arginine!(ar/R)!found!in!most!AQPs!but!has!a!NSP/NPS!and! IVLL!motif! instead!(Uzcategui!et!al.,!2004;!Baker!et!al.,!2012).!Replacement!of!the!arginine!with!a!leucine!at!position!262!in!AQP2!may!widen!the!pore!opening!allowing!pentamidine!to!bind.!Intriguingly,!AQP2!seems!to! be! restricted! to! the! flagellar! pocket! (Baker! et! al.,! 2012),! an! invaginated!structure! of! the! plasma! membrane! where! endo! *! and! exocytosis! exclusively!occur!(Overath!and!Engstler,!2004;!Field!and!Carrington,!2004).!One!hypothesis!is!that!pentamidine!and!melarsorprol!are!actually!taken!up!via!endocytosis!and!AQP2! functions! as! its! receptor.! T.# brucei# has! the! fastest! endocytosis! and!membrane!turnover!found!in!nature!(Overath!et!al.,!1997;!Field!and!Carrington,!2009)!likely!linked!to!VSG!coat!maintenance!and!antibody!clearance!(Engstler!et!al.,!2007).!However,!expression!of!AQP2!in!Leishmania#mexicana!promastigotes!induced!a!high!affinity!pentamidine!transport!activity!and!sensitized!the!cells!40*fold! to!pentamidine!and!more! than!1000*fold! to! the!melaminophenyl!arsenical!cymelarsan!(Chapter!3,!Figure!6).!An!initial!idea!that!AQP2!may!regulate!another!transporter!in!drug!uptake!can!be!rejected!from!this!experiment.!The!localization!of! the! introduced! AQP2! in! Leishmania! was! not! assessed! and! potentially! drug!uptake!may! also! occur! via! endocytosis.! Although! insect! form! of! both!T.#brucei!and! Leishmania! seem! to! have! a! decreased! rate! of! endocytosis! (Overath! and!Engstler,! 2004;! Field! and! Carrington,! 2009)! and! Leishmania! are! lacking! the!electron!dense!clathrin*like!structures!around!the!endocytotic!vesicles!as!seen!in!
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blood*stream! forms! T.# brucei! and! possibly! linked! the! unprecedented! speed! of!endocytosis! (Overath!et! al.,! 1997).!To! test!how!melarsoprol!or!pentamidine!or!both!are!taken!up,!a!different!heterologous!system!(e.g.!Xenopus!Oocytes)!could!be! used! for! direct! transport! or! live! imaging! or! fluorescence! microscopy! with!fluorescently!labeled!pentamidine,!if!it!still!binds!to!AQP2!with!high!affinity)!may!be!able! to!demonstrate!how!melarsoprol!or!pentamidine!or!both!are! taken!up.!Whether!or!not!the!drugs!directly!pass!AQP2!or!follow!the!endocytotic!pathway!*!loss!of!AQP2!function!leads!to!MPXR.!!! All! cell! lines! selected! for! arsenical! (melarsorpol! or! cymelarsan)! or!pentamidine! resistance,! either! in# vitro! or! in# vivo,! which! have! been! genotyped!showed! mutations! at! the! AQP2! locus! (Chapter! 3).! Ranging! from! a! clear*cut!deletion! in! the! STIB900! lines! to!more! complicated! rearrangements! leading! to!chimerisation!of!AQP2!with! the!neighbouring!AQP3!while! sometimes! retaining!wild! type! AQP3.! But! common! to! all! is! a! loss! of! the!wild*type! AQP2! gene.! The!predominant!mechanism!by!which!AQP2!is!lost!is!caused!by!chimerization!at!the!AQP2! *!AQP3! tandem! locus,!most! likely!driven!by! the!high! sequence! similarity!between! the! two! genes! and! homologous! recombination.! In! case! of! the! K048!isolate! from! South! Sudan,! two! times! independently,! AQP2!was! lost.! One! allele!was!deleted!with!wild! type!AQP3!still!present!whereas! the!2nd!allele! showed!a!deletion!that! led! to!a!similar!chimera! in! the! isolates! from!the!DRC!(Chapter!4).!Whether! the! isolates! from! the! DRC! had! lost! AQP2! on! both! alleles! through!chimerization! or! at! one! allele! and! the! second!AQP2!was! deleted! through! gene!conversion! from! the! first! allele! is! unknown.! Pyana! and! colleagues! detected! a!different! chimera! in! those! lines,! which! remained! undetected! with! direct!sequencing,! and! was! only! found! in! one! line! after! cloning! and! sequencing.!Restriction!digest! to!discriminate!the!two!chimeras,!however,! indicated!that!all!41! isolates! carry!both!genes.!The!second!chimera!contains! the! last!60!bp! from!AQP3!and!might!be!at!a!different! locus! in!the!genome!(Pyana!et!al.,!2014).!The!resistant! STIB900! lines! lost! the! AQP2! ORF! and! still! carry! the!wild! type! AQP3!ORF.!But!also!this!was!likely!achieved!through!recombination!at!the!locus.!In!fact,!it!is!possible!that!parts!of!AQP3!actually!stem!from!AQP2,!but!we!cannot!tell,!as!the!two!sequences!are!largely!identical.!
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AQP2!mutations!implied!in!clinical!resistance!We! looked! at! clinical! isolates,! particular! T.# b.# gambiense# from! melarsoprol!relapse!patients,!to!investigate!if!we!find!mutations!at!the!AQP2!locus!or!TbAT1.!6!out! of! 16! isolates! carried! deletions! at! the! AQP2! /! AQP3! locus,! which! led! to! a!chimera!between!the!two!genes,!which!was!in!frame!and!transcribed!(Chapter!4,!Figure! 1).! All! isolates! carrying! the! chimera! had! increased! IC50! values! to! both!melarsoprol! and! pentamidine! (Chapter! 4,! Table! 2! and! Figure! 2).! Pyana! and!colleagues! further! demonstrated! that! all! isolates! from!Mbujj*Mayi! in! the! DRC!they!looked!at!(41!isolates,!of!which!10!pairs!from!the!same!patient!before!and!after! treatment)! carried! the! same! chimera! and! all! showed! lower! in# vivo!sensitivity!to!melarsoprol!when!tested!in!the!acute!T.#b.#gambiense!mouse!model.!10!mg/kg!BW!was!needed! to! cure!most!of! the! isolates,!which! is!about!4! times!higher!as!for!drug!sensitive!T.#b.#gambiense!lines!(Pyana!et!al.,!2014).!All!isolates!carry! the! exact! same! chimera.! Analysis! of!mobile! genetic! elements! found! only!small!variation!between!the!isolates,!favoring!the!hypothesis!of!clonal!expansion.!In! a! follow! up! study! 6*8! microsatellite! markers! were! analyzed! for! genetic!variation! among! the! strains! depending! on! treatment! outcome,! but! genetic!differentiation!was! not! possible! (Pyana! et! al.,! 2015).! The! chimera! still! has! the!unusual! selectivity! filter! residues!of!AQP2!but! is!not! able! to! take!up! the!drugs!(Chapter! 5,! Figure! 2).! Possible! explanations! may! be! that! the! pore! is! slightly!different! so! the! drugs! no! longer! bind,! the! chimera! fails! to! form! functional!tetramers,! trafficking! to! the!membrane! is! impaired!or!retention! in! the! flagellar!pocket! is! lost! (if! the! localization! there! is! essential! for! drug! uptake).! In!preliminary! experiments! the! localization! could! not! be! clearly! defined!with! the!GFP*tagged! chimeric! AQP! by! fluorescence! microscopy! (unpublished).! The!clearest! indication! that! mutations! at! the! AQP2! locus! are! responsible! for!resistance!is,!in!my!opinion,!the!fact!that!a!wild*type!copy!of!AQP2!in!expressed!in!the!40AT!line!increased!drug!sensitivities!for!pentamidine!and!melarsoprol!to!levels!comparable!to!the!sensitive!reference!isolates!(Chapter!5,!Figure!1).!Loss!of!AQP2! is! a! strong! risk! factor! for!melarsoprol! treatment! failure,! but! does!not!lead!to!100%!of!relapses.!There!are!other! factors!that!may! influence!treatment!
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Conclusion!The! goal! of! this! thesis! was! to! find! new! genes! involved! in! drug! resistance! to!melarsoprol!and!pentamidine!and!their!cross*resistance!in!Trypanosoma#brucei.!We!applied!next!generation! sequencing! technology! (whole!genome!sequencing!and!RNA!sequencing)!to!compare!two!drug!resistant!T.#b.#rhodesiense!lines!with!their!drug!sensitive!parent.!Three!distinct!genes!were!found!to!be!either!absent!or! mutated! in! both! resistant! lines.! (i)! The! adenosine! transporter! 1! (TbAT1),!which! was! already! known! to! be! involved! in! the! uptake! of! melarsoprol! and!pentamidine!and!their!cross*resistance,!(ii)!the!aquaglyceroporin!(AQP2),!which!was!newly!discovered!and!validated!within!the!time!frame!of!this!thesis!and!(iii)!the!RNA*binding!protein!(TbUBP1),!which!emerged!as!a!potential!new!resistance!candidate.! Hence,! our! approach! was! successful! and,! TbAT1! and! AQP2! in!particular!can!be!considered!as!controls!for!proof*of*principle.!!Furthermore,!I!showed!that!several!clinical!T.#b.#gambiense!isolates!are!mutated!at! the! AQP2! locus! and! there! was! a! strong! correlation! with! decreased! drug!susceptibility!to!melarsorpol!and!pentamidine!*!the!first!demonstration!of!MPXR!in!T.#b.#gambiense!field!isolates.!The!mutation,!leading!to!chimerazation!of!AQP2!with!the!neighboring!AQP3,!did!not!complement!loss!of!AQP2! in!knock*out!cells!whereas!introduction!of!the!wild*type!gene!in!one!of!the!T.#b.#gambiense!isolates!rendered! the! cells! sensitive! to! the! drugs.! Thus,!AQP2! mutations! are! the! most!likely! cause! for! the! high! incidence! of! melarsoprol! treatment! failure! in! Mbuji*Mayi!in!the!Democratic!Republic!of!Congo!and!are!clinically!relevant.!!With! elimination! of! HAT! on! the! agenda! it! is! of! great! importance! to! further!monitor! drug! resistance! in! the! field.!With!AQP2!we! have! a! genetic!marker! for!melarsoprol! and! pentamidine! resistance,! which! is! a! prerequisite! to! study! the!molecular!epidemiology!of!drug!resistance.!The!occurrence!of!AQP2!mutations!in!the!field!stresses!the!need!for!new!drugs!once!again,!because!melarsorpol!is!the!only!treatment!option!for!2nd!stage!T.#b.#rhodesience!infections.!!!!!! !
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